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For this dual master project in Structural Design and
Architecture, tootbridge design is selected as the main

selected, basedon two main differences in landscape culture:

of the location and strengthens the relationship between

1. between the rivers Meuse and Rhine

the water and the environment. The bridge consists of four

subject, since footbridges are a pure combination of these

2. between the rural and urban landscape

waoden waves floating on water, creating motion and giving

two disciplines. Especially when a tootbridge is designed

After a study of a selected part of the Meuse-Rhine area,

people a feel for life on the water. The bridge becomes an

as a 'sensuous structured space' the combined influence

two locations are selected that represent the two differences

informal public space demanding an active attitude. lt can

of architectural and structural design becomes clear. The

best: the rural Stevensweert crossing the Meuse and the

be used for playing, walking, cycling or resting and one may

term 'sensuous structured space' refers to the fact that a

urban Duisburg crossing a Rhine tributary, the Inner Harbour.

choose its own path and activity.

tootbridge should embrace bath its structural and spatial
function. Moreover, it should become a civic place designed

The challenge of the design in Stevensweert is to combine

With the comparison matrix the designs are compared on

on a human scale, stimulating the human senses and be in

the many spatial restrictions with bath the historica! image

the contextual, conceptual and conditional level. First of all,

balance with its context. The main objective of this project

and rural setting of the landscape. The design is a direct

the designs are different due to the influence of the context

is to investigate the influence of the context on tootbridge

result of this contradiction, combined with the search for an

on the concept and the condition. The rural setting of the

design, when a tootbridge is interpreted as a 'sensuous

optimal routing and structural design. The primary structure

first design leads to a slender steel-concrete bridge, while

structured space'. Therefore, two footbridges are designed

consistsof a steel arch, the pedestrian route, which supports

the urban environment in the second design results in an

within different contexts which are then compared.

the gradually sloping and bending concrete cycle-track.

active floating public place made of wood. But moreover,

The routings are separated but unite in the centre of the

the processof design and campare shows the importance of

Th is comparison should be included in the design ph ase rather

bridge in a meeting and observation place. The supporting

the context on bridge design in general, and not just in these

than to be performed on the final designs only. Therefore,

substructure is developed with a farm-finding process to

two designs. The comparison matrix can therefore be used

a comparison matrix is developed to guide the process of

appear natural and logic, and creates an 'Erfahrung' when

as guidance in the design process. Important aspects such as

design and compare. This matrix combines the three basic

crossing the bridge.

architectural concepts 'context, concept, condition' with

location (context), the influence ofthe designer (concept) and
available technology (condition) are summarized in a highly

the three elements of tootbridge design 'space, structure,

The challenge of the design in Duisburg is of a complete

visual and structural way. In this project, the incorporation

sensuous'. Aftereach phase (context, concept, condition) this

different nature. With almast no spatial restrictions and

of this information in the design phase was shown to be of

matrix is used to campare the two designs.

no direct need to cross the harbour, the bridge should be

particular importance to create a combined architectural and

designed to enhance the area and make itself necessary.

structural design, and was used to design the footbridges as

For the two designs, two locations with a different context are

Therefore, the design is a result of the sensuous character

'sensuous structured spaces'.
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This thesis presents the final results of my dual graduation

I would like take this opportunity to thank the people who

project at bath the 'Structural Design' and 'Architecture and

made this project possible. First of all, I would like to thank

Urban Cultures' group at the department of Architecture,

the members of my graduation committee: prof. ir. F. van

Building and Planning (Eindhoven University of Technology).

Herwijnen, who took me on as one of his last graduate

Th is project started in January 2009 with the search fora good

students, dr. ir. A.H.J. Bosman, who was kind enough to

subject to fit within bath groups, leading to the subject of

tutor me while he was on a sabbatical leave, and ir. G. de

footbridge design. The motivation for this subject is threefold.

Jong, who took the challenge to tutor me from outside the

First of all, I have a long-time fascination for bridges. Second,

university and whose experience in footbridge design proved

I believe footbridges are a pure interconnection between

of particular value throughout this project. I have enjoyed our

architecture and structural design. And finally, it was a

cooperation very much and would like to thank you all for the

new area for me to explore the combination of these two

support and constructive criticism during this project.

disciplines.
Next to the people directly involved in the project I would
After an intensive study into current footbridge design, I

like to thank those who contributed to this project by their

discoveredl what I believe to be a gap in the current design

support throughout the years, my family and friends. In

approach. With the involvement of architects besides

particular I would like to thank the following people: My

structural engineers in the design of footbridges, many

parents, Ruurd and Gerri, fortheir continuing love, support

creative designs appear, but it seems that the link between

and believe in me. My brother, Lex, for his continuous help

the disciplines is nat exploited to the fullest extend possible.

with this study, that he started two years befare me. My close

lt is necessary to discover what architectural design values

friend, Djoya, who shared all the good and bad times during

can add to the structural design of footbridges. In this project

this study and with whom I took numerous courses. And

a new design approach and philosophy is created and tested

finally, David, for your love, support, patience and inspiration

with the main focus at the combination of architectural and

throughout my study and throughout this project.

structural elements and the influence of the context on
footbridge design.

S.E. van der Meer, December 22, 2009

RU RAL

Transeet Diagram, New Urbanism (Duany, 2002)
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of the New Urbanism, in which the environment of these

Due to the dual nature of the combined mastertrackStructural

interesting footbridges. Secondly, footbridges can be viewed

Design and Architecture, this graduation project focuses its

as an urban space and architectural design that can enhance

two extremes are completely different (Duany, 2002). The

research and design on "Structural Design and lntegration"

the environment (new space, routes and views) through

selection and analysis of these two locations is described in

(subgroup of Structural Design) as well as "Architectural

addition of a structure. Especially in case of footbridges, a

chapter 3.

Design and Urban Cultures" (subgroup of Architecture).

place of experience can be created. The context, formed by

Chapter 4 and 5 deal with the concept and condition of the

physical elements and its character, is therefore an important

two designs respectively. Both chapters conclude with a

The "Structural Design and lntegration" group mainly focuses

design element for both architectural and structural design.

comparison of the corresponding part of the design, using

on coherent application of research results into structural

The main objective of this project is therefore to investigate

the comparison matrix. Finally, in chapter 6 conclusions are

engineering. Th is includes, for example, integrating structural

the influence of the context on lootbridge design, when a
tootbridge is interpreted as a 'sensuous structured space'.

presented.

design withother disciplines, such as architecture. One of the
primary research areas focuses on lightweight structures, i.e.
the design of structures with a minimal use of materials and

The meaning of a 'sensuous structured space' is explained in

minimal energy fortransport and construction.

the first chapter which deals with philosophy. To investigate

The group of "Architectural Design and Urban Cultures" puts

the objective, two tootbridge designs are created at different

emphasis on shaping specific urban phenomena by means of

locations which will be compared. To guide this process of

adding, removing or transforming structures. Their research

design and compare, a comparison matrix is designed, which

focuses on the relationship between cultural strategy and

is introduced in chapter 2. The two locations are selected

place within the context of architectural design.

from a highly diverse cultural area: the Rhine-Meuse area

Both fields are combined in one master project of Architecture

border region includes four national cultures and moreover,

between Eindhoven, Liege, Duisburg and Bonn. This transand Structural Design. Joining these fields with personal

two rivers, the Rhine and Meuse, that provoke the meeting

interests has lead to the subject of footbridges for this

and mixture of very different urban cultures. Within this

project. First of all, footbridges can pose a structural challenge

region, two different sites are selected for the design of

by creating new structural principles or optimizing existing

the footbridges based on two main differences: the Rhine

principles . Using nature as a souree of inspiration and 'form

versus the Meuse and a rural versus an urban setting. The

finding' algorithms to find the optima I shape can lead to new

last difference is clearly depicted in the transeet diagram

( HAPTER
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"We must [. .. ] see the near future of architecture and its
discourse as being about the relationship between objects
and spaces as opposed to the simple creation of iconic farm."
Neil Spilier (Spiller, 2009)
Until the 1980s bridges were seen as infrastructural works

of the purely mechanica! function, footbridges are seen as

try .to create a public identity through an aften exaggerated

the combination of structural and spatial design. This gives

iconography [8] .

rise to the question, how to design these spatial structures
of footbridges. To answer this question, an analysis of the

Th ere are also examples that seem to escape this trend. These

current condition in the field of tootbridge design is required.

footbridges are nat about being dominant and pompous, but

This will be discussed in the next section.

about making one feel happy when you walk over or through
them . Of course, the feeling of happiness is personal, but

and were designed by civil engineers . The engineers
challenged themselves to defy gravity with new materia is and

CONDITION OF FOOTBRIDGE DESIGN

technologies and to construct increasingly langer bridges.

With

production

is then all a bout creating atmospheres. Peter Zumthor writes

This led toa vocabulary in bridge design where beauty is nat

techniques and computer aided design, bigger and more

about this in his book 'Atmospheres' (Zumthor, 2006). He

derived from reference to historie styles or established orders,

advanced

the

describes a squarewithall its elements: the church, the statue,
the people, the noises and much more. Something about this

today's

technological

designs

are

being

certain designs or spaces can stimulate such feelings. Design

developments,
created .

Moreover,

but rather from pragmatic, functional necessity, and economy

architect is nat bound to one specific style anymore. This

of materialand construction, leading to an aesthetic elegance

conjunction of technica! possibility and cultural mode frees

place moved him and he wonders what. "Everything" was the

(Pearce and Jobson, 2002) . This interpretation of bridge

the architect in general from the ideological and physical

conclusion, but meanwhile he performed an experiment: he

design lasted until the 1980s. In 1984 Aldo Rossi initiated a

constraints and has lead to an extravagant eruption of wild

took away the square and his feeling disappeared. Of course

competition for a bridge design at the Biennale in Venice,

farms (Aidersey-Williams, 2003). Everything around us is

this is a very simplistic way of thinking, but it describes the

which can be viewed asthestart for bridge design to become

becoming big and overwhelming. In this fight for attention,

essence of atmospheres : people interact with objects and

an architectural taskas well (Melet, 1997). From then on the

skyscrapers are battling to be the highest, (foot)bridges to be

designers should take that into account. Designing is nat

bridge, and especially the footbridge, has aften been designed

the longest and slendernest, and buildings to have the most

only about showing what you can or what is possible, but it

by engineers in collaboration with architects. This has led to

impossible farms. All desire to be the most dominantintheir

should include the interaction between human and object.

diversity and variety in tootbridge design, with more and

environment. lt seems that architecture is aften confused

This interaction is nat only visual. Architecture is more than

more extravagant and iconic farms. With the change from

with status and making impression. The quantity, quality and

seeing only. The body experiences space and structure with
all its senses, with hearing, feeling, smelling and tasting. In

purely engineering design to a combination of architectural

role of public space is diminished and architecture is stripped

and structural design, the established typologies of structural

of its ambitions as a social entity (Weinstock, 2009). The

my apinion architecture should strive for theessences of this

farms diminished . Each structure is now considered an

understanding of space is mainly reduced to surfaces and

experience in order to limit the meaningless architecture

individual case with inherently complex behaviour. lnstead

the thresholds that delimit regionsof space, and footbridges

and the misfortune that is aften encountered in the public
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domain. Buildings and cities are continuously generated and

and landscaping concerns. Design methods are arising that

regenerated by the networks that structure them, by the

aim for a more integral design approach, such as 'morpho-

conflicts that vivify them and by the living beings that in ha bit

ecology', and 'morphogenesis' (Hensel and Menges, 2008

them . Architecture is a field of farces and counterforces, a

Leach, 2008). These methods recognize the importa nce of

I

field that emerges from the actions taking place within it

performance and the positive input from other disciplines.

and should be understood and investigated as an extension

They try to correlate object, context and subject into a

of our bodies (Tursi and Kerckhove, 2009). lnstead of striving

synergetic dynamic relationsh ip. Farm is then defined as the

for image, pure tunetion or status, architecture should

multitude of effects that emanate between an object and

create a consciousness of our existential presence. The

its specific context. Moreover, farm is a dynamic relationship

world around us is constructed around our sensory physical

that is bath perceived and interacted by and w it h a subject

centre, thus architecture should place the human being

(Hensel and Menges, 2008).

central in the design process. This is described as 'sensuous'
by Lars Spuybroek, which he recognizes as a third category

When translating this methodology to tootbridge design,

of aesthetics between beauty and sublime: "a deepening of

three important aspects that should correlate can be

the bodily experience, the shift from Erlebnis to Erfahrung"

distinguished: the structure (object), the space (context) and

(Spuybroek, 2008).

the sensuous (subject). First of all, a tootbridge is a structure

In German these two words, 'Erlebnis' and 'Erfahru ng', are

which can be defined as a physical object or a system of

bath used to describe experience. 'Erlebnis' is used to discuss

material elements necessary to enable people to cross a

the idea of experience as isolated and categorical. 'Erfahrung',

river. In the continuous struggle against gravity, its pure basic

in contrast, is used to indicate the experience as ongoing and

tunetion is to supply strength and rigidity in order to prevent

cumulative. 'Erlebnis' is sarnething you have; 'Erfahrung' is

the structure from collapsing. Second, any structure is also

sarnething you undergo.

space-defi ning, even if not intentional. Thus, any structure

An architecture, not based on purely visual concerns, but

consists of a structural tunetion and spatial functio n, and

justified by its performance. To reach this goal, architecture

should therefore be regarded as 'spatial stru cture' (Normann

should

structural

Sandbaker, 2008). Currently, footbridges are aften designed

engineering and other discourses such as environmental

as spatial structures, but they still are alienated loose objects

embrace

other

disciplines

such

as

15
in their surroundings . lt is therefore difficult for humans to

and structures has to be considered as well as the way our

conneet with them. The tootbridge can then be viewed as a

senses are stimulated by things surrounding us. How can

non-piace as described by Marc Augé [3]:

structures be tuned to become more symbiotically with

"IJ a place con be defined as relational, historica/ and
concerned with identity, then a space which connat be defined
as relational, or historica/, or concerned with identity wil/ be
a non-place."

humans? In my opinion, an answer can be found in nature.
Nature is, after all, a complete system in which all species are
tuned in sync with each other. However, withall our buildings,
roads, canals, etc. humans have tried to control nature by

I therefore believe that a tootbridge should be designed

enforcing order, which resulted in distancing ourselves from

as a 'structured space' instead of a 'spatial structure'. With

that same nature . We live in our box-like homes, entirely

reversing these words, the emphasis changes from structure

disconnected from the outside world, in large urban areas

to space . Th is does nat mean that structure is less important,

where nature is far to be found . By creating sensuous

but that one realizes that with every structure one creates a

structures we can conneet ourselves with nature again and

space. With adding the third aspect, the sensuous, which is

create environments which are closer to nature and less

intimately related to bath structure and space, the design can

invasive to it (Benyus, 2009}:

interact with its users as wel I.
In tootbridge design, one should therefore nat only strive
for a 'structured space' but for a 'sensuous structure' and a
'sensuous space' as well. The ultimate goal should therefore
be to design a tootbridge as a 'sensuous structured space'.

"The more our world Junctions like the natura/ world, the
more likely we are to endure on this home that is ours, but
nat ours alone."
Janine Benyus

SENSUOUSSTRUCTURE

Nature operates largely through logic of optimization, and can

"IJ there is a better answer to a problem, then nature hos
probab/y a/ready Jound it."

therefore offer important lessans for architects and structural

Observation by Aristotle (384- 322 BC)
To create sensuous structures, the relation between humans

engineers. Throughout history, nature has inspired humans
to progressin science and technology (Senosiain, 2003}:

"We learn important things Jrom imitating animals. We are

16
apprentices of the spider, imitating her in the task of weaving
and confecting clothing. We learn from the swallows how to
construct homes, and we Jearn to sing from bath the lark and
the swan ... "

can be structural (for example taking shape from the bending

Dernocritus (Greek philosopher) 400 BC

moment diagram) or spatial (angle of sunlight, view axes,

Sensuous structures can thus be created by applying the

to identify zones of favourable structural performance. This

principles of natura! structures. This helps to understand

can lead to hybrid systems that seem to be growing out of the

the basics of the architectural and structural concepts . The

earth, or turn into landscape.

influence of extrinsic forces. In other words, material form can
be found as the state of equilibrium of intern al resistances and
extern al farces (Jaeschke, 2008) . These farces, or parameters,

routing) . This multi-parametrie design approach can be used

ingenuity of natura! structure lies in obtaining the greatest
by way of the least. Structure does not consist of making

SENSUOUS SPACE

something stronger or adding mass and volume; but of using
material in the most suitable way (Senosiain, 2003). Without

"That a p/ace is sensed, senses are p/aced; as p/aces make
sense, senses make place."

optim izing in structure, neither a bird with large hollow

David Howes (Howes, 2005)

bones nor an airplane could fly. In the same way, without
minim izing materials, neither bridge nor tree could support

The sensuous space is a place as opposed to a non-place.

its own weight . Observing natura I farms and discovering their

'Space'

structural principles can lead to lighter structures and more

elements from a place and 'sensuous' represents the general

efficient u se of materia Is (Aidersey-Williams, 2003). Moreover,

atmosphere, the all-comprehensive quality of the place . Th is

by analysing the spaces created in nature, structures can be

atmosphere is a lso referred to as the 'genius loci', or the spirit

designed that are adapted to the environmental conditions,

of a pi ace, as is described by Norberg-Schulz (Norberg-Schulz,

whether rural or urban.

is the three

dimensional

organization

of the

1982). Just as with the spirit of people, the spirit of a place
will guide this place from birth to death and gives the place

Totranslate the ingenious ideas of nature to structured space

its character. With architecture one can give concrete form to

farm-finding can be used . This is a design technique that

the genius loci of the place because a structure can collect the

utilises the self-organisation of material systems under the

distinctive features of the place and bring people together.

17
The tootbridge as sensuous space wil I become a place, strongly

a lso possible for footbridges, especially si nee the foetbridge is

connected to its context . Since the pedestrian experience

used by slow traffic (pedestrians and cyclers) . lf the foetbridge

of the bridge relates to the surrounding environment, the

is then designed in such a way, that it becomes attractive to

bridge and particularly its approaches should relate to the

stay and linger fora while on the bridge, it could become an

adjacent environment trom the pedestrian's point of view

experience in the sense of 'Erfahrung', and become part of

(Agency, 1996). Therefore, all designs require a thorough

the cities' furniture, or farm an extension of the landscape.

understanding of the context trom this point of view, si nee the
immediate setting offers bath opportunities and constraints,

SENSUOUS STRUCTURED SPACE

whether these are physical or emotional. Foetbridge design

The ultimate goal is then to combine a sensuous structure

therefore constitutes a recurrent negotiation of analysing

with a sensuous space . A sensuous, structured space. The

existing and essential conditions as well as generating and

order of thesewordsis chosen carefully. To break with current

evaluating possible responses. lt should bath be considered

conditions in which bridges are seen too much as spatial

how the bridge can influence the environment and how the

structures, I reversed this order. One should realize that with

environment influences the bridge design. In the first case, it

every structure that is created, one also creates a space . Not

is necessary todetermine the positions and characteristics of

onlythe structure deserves attention, the space, and moreover

likely viewers of the bridge . For pedestrian viewers, the most

the integration of this space within the environment, should

important variables are distance, relative elevation and the

receive equal attention . The sensuous structured space is a

experience trom up close (Gottemoller, 1998). In the second

civic place in balance with the environment as a result of a

case, it is important that the created space takes advantage

multi-parametrie design approach.

of the obvious and hidden potentials within the arrangement

One example of a sensuous, structured space is, in my

of pedestrian and cycling flows and interact with, alter

opinion, the Bercy-Tolbiac bridge in Pa ris . Perfectly integrated

or complement the existing context. lt should create a

in its environment with accesses on different levels and

consciousness of the land- and waterscape, and become a

apart from creating a route across the Seine, it is a creation

place endowed with civic qualities, similar to those of a public

of public space as well. With my eyes closed, I can still feel

square or exhibition hall. In the civic place a multitude of

this structure around me and experience it. lt creates an

activities, encounters and experiences can take place. This is

atmosphere I will never forget.
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In order to answer the main statement of this graduation

These three concepts are combined with the three elements

his artiele (Bosman, 1997). lt should not be seen as a static

project, two footbridges will be designed on campletely

in foetbridge design used in this project :

scheme, but rather as one with dynamic patterns, camparabie
with a sliding puzzle in which one has to slide each piece into

different locations and will be campared. Since camparing
should not be an afterthought in this set-up, a camparisen
matrix is created to guide this process. This matrix will be

1. Space - the three dimensional organization of the

elements from a place

presented in the first section. To show the usefulness of this

2. Structure - a physical object or a system of material

matrix two existing bridges, designed by the same company,

elements necessary to supply strength and rigidity to

are compared and discussed in sectien two .

prevent the object from callapsing .

1. COMPARISON MATRIX

shift from 'Erlebnis' to 'Erfahrung'

the right position . A different location (context), a different
designer (concept) and a different period (condition) will thus
lead to different results.

3. Sensuous - the deepening of the bodily experience, the

The camparisen matrix is a two-dimensional matrix based

The result is a camparisen matrix of nine squares in which

on the three-dimensional Kant matrix presented in 'Kant's

every square represents certain aspects to be analysed. For

categoriesas matrix' published in Archis 1997 by Jos Bosman

example, context cambined with space results in questions

(Bosman, 1997). The horizontal axis contains the three basic

about what is physically present, but also what routings,

20th century architectural concepts, which can be viewed as

views and other limiting boundary conditions should be

the basic questions of 'how',' why' and 'what' :

considered . All squares are free for interpretation; in this
case, the comparison matrix on the left page presents aspects

1. Context - the preforming factor. How does the

that are of importance in foetbridge design.

physical presence of already existing elements impose on
the design?

The resulting matrix can be used to analyse and campare

2. Concept- an interpretation. Why is a certain way the

different designs, but it can also be a helpful tooi in the design

best to embed a new form in the existing location?
3. Condition - the time-related aspect. lt deals with the
question of what conditions architecture, which can vary
between social circumstances to structural know-how.

phase. Since I believe that design should not be rationalized to
the fullest extent, the matrix should notbeseen as a checklist
of design aspects, but rather as "a continuous structure of an
erganizing activity" as Jos Bosman quotes Mark Johnson in

ldea of the sliding puzzle (image Salginatobel Bridge, Robert Maillart)

20

2. EXAMPLE COMPARISON

in the water. lts shape is the result of boundary conditions
of the surroundings and the subjective image the designer

To show the application of the matrix, two existing bridges

wants to achieve . To allow access to the marina, the bridge

are analysed. Bath bridges are designed by 'West 8 Urban

needed a navigational clearance and therefore has a certain

Design & Landscape Architecture' and have some similarities

height. The height of the arch also provides the users with

in their appearance . However, one of them is situated in

views to the surroundings. The shape is further enhanced in

urban Amsterdam and the other on the border of Vlaardingen

the designer's eye to create a sculptural dinosaur shape over

in a more rural location. Firstly, bath bridge designs will be

the water. The curving shape is a counterpoint of the rigid

described. Secondly, the bridges will be compared using the

geometry of the residential houses. Structurally, the bridge is

comparison matrix discussed in the previous section.

an arch bridge composed of two welded truss frames made

to create a bridge with a strong identity to mark the bicycle

of steeland painted with a red finish . The red colour suits the

network in the flat landscape. West 8 therefore designed a

environment of red and brown brick buildings. The structural

dynamic structure: a three-dimensional truss twisting on its

frames also serve as railing, with as only attachments lightly

horizontal axis. The user is captured in a continually changing

tensioned cables and a waoden railing. The deck is made of

perspective of the immediate landscape. Bathentrances start

BRIDGE

1: BORNEO-SPORENBURG

robust untreated timber as contradiction to the industrial

with a rectangular frame, but these are twisted by 90 degrees

steel. The deck is a combination of steps and sloped walking

over the lengthof the bridge so the top of one entrance is the

surfaces, and has open risers . Stainless strips provide more

side of the other. The structure is made of 400 steel tubes,

grip and prevent slipping. On one si de of the bridge, lighting is

welded tagether and painted red. The size of the twisting

attached to the frame. The cast aluminium caps are sculpted

structure is basedon the freespace necessary for the cyclists.

in the shape of seagulls.

The deck is a separate construction because it cannot
make the same twist. Therefore, a flat steel construction is

BRIDGE

The first bridge is the pedestrian bridge of BorneoSporenburg, a farmer harbour now redeveloped into a
residential area. This bridge, designed in 1998, crosses the
93 metres wide water basin with one intermediary pier

2: VLAARDINGEN

mounted in the large twisting tube to support a concrete

The second bridge, designed in 2005, is a bridge for cyclists in

deck. The railing is also designed as a separate element, but

a natura I green setting on the edge of the city Vlaardingen. lt is

the vertical steel elements make a twist themselves . These

a new crucial conneetion in the recreational bicycle network,

elements support a waoden railing. Lighting elements are

crossing the canal with a span of 43 metres. The task was

attached inside the twisting bridge to one of the ma in tubes.
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COMPARING SPACE
fiRST ROW OF COMPARISOIII MATRIX: SPACE

When analysing the two bridges according to their spatial
properties (the first row of the matrix), ditterences are found

CO NTEXT

in all three architectural concepts. First of all, in BorneaSporenburg it is mainly the navigational clearance and
the views to the surroundings that determine the design,
while in Vlaardingen the bridge needed to be a straight, f1at
conneetion in order to be useful for cyclists . Th is ditterenee is
embedded in the concepts. In Borneo-Sporen burg the shape
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is adapted to have a high sight-viewing point and the vertical

Vl

curvature helps to accentuate different views . The resulting

LU

space is only bounded by the structure up till the height of

6
2
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a necessary railing, the rest is open to the surroundings.
In Vlaardingen a completely different approach was used .
Here the crossing itself is the main experience and as soon
as one enters the bridge, one is enclosed by the structure .
This also shows the d.ifference in the spatial conditions: the
open outward oriented space versus the enclosed more
linear oriented space. In Borneo-Sporenburg this condition is
emphasized by an outward tilting railing towards the highest
point and the outward tilting lighting elements. The linear
oriented space in Vlaardingen is accentuated by the straight
rai,ling elementsin a different colour and materia I.
COMPARING STRUCTURE

The structural aspects of both bridges consist of similarities
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CONCEPT
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and differences. lf the two contexts are compared with the

SECOND ROW OF COMPARLSOIII MATRIX: STRUCT\JRE

second row of the matrix, it becomes apparent that the
topography and soil condition are similar, but the span of

CONTEXT

the bridges are not. The bridge in Bornea-Sporenburg spans
93 meters, the bridge in Vlaardingen only 43. This leads to
different possibilities in the choice for a structural system .
However, with these spans many systems are still suitable.
In these two cases, it was not the span that was the limiting

\!)
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factor in choosing a structural system, but the concept behind

"'0

the design leads to the choice. In Bornea-Sporenburg the

6

structural system, a combination of a cantilevering truss with
arch-shaped ends, is dedicated to accentuate the shape. The

a::

"w

z
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0

ca

many T-profiles between the higher and lower arch create
a structural skin which seems, depending on the angle of
view,

more open or closed . In Vlaardingen, the structure, a

tube with trusses as sides, is used to emphasize the moment
of 'crossing' and to capture the qualities of the immediate
landscape, the two main points of the conceptual design.
Thus, although the concepts are different, the structure plays
a major role in both cases in the translation from concept to
real bridge.
The condition of the structure is similar when talking about
the material used (steel), but when examining the stability
and structural details the bridges vary. In Borneo-Sporen burg,
the two-dimensional frames are connected with each other
for stability; in Vlaardingen the tube itself is stable.
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(OM PARING SENSUOUS
THIRO ROW OF COMPARISON MATRiX: SENSUOUS

CONTEXT

The sensuous, more emotional, aspects of the bridges (third

CoNCEPT

Co!'mmoN

row of the matrix) are again completely different. The use
of the robust steel construction in Borneo-Sporenburg is
a reminiscence of the fermer harbeur on this location and
it is painted in red to correspond with the brick buildings

1.!:1

a::

:::l

a>

surrounding it. In Vlaardingen the red steel construction

zUJ

contrasts with the surroundings, both in colour and in

0
a..

material, and becomes a landmark. Also in the conceptual

a::

V1

stage it becomes obvious that the red steel structures

z

UJ

are used for a different reason : in Borneo-Sporenburg to

0

create the sensual curved shape that should remind one of

6
a::

co

a dinosaur and in Vlaardingen to capture the landscape in
frames. The overlap between condition and the sensuous
is in the Borneo-Sporenburg to experience the views and in
Vlaardingen to experience the twisting structure.
Concluding, although the bridges are made by the same
designer and this design languäge remains recognizable
z

in both designs, it becomes clear that the main differences

1.!)

are a result of a different context and the translation of the

c:

demands of this context into the concept and condition of the

w

z
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bridges. Next to showing the usefulness of the comparison
matrix, this analysis also supports the main philosophy of
this graduation project about the importance of contextual
design.

c
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CONTEXT

Th is chapte r deals with the identification and analysis of the
two locations of the design. To limit thesearchof find ing two
different locations, an area of approximately 12000 square
kilometre is selected going east and south of Eindhoven to
Duisburg and Liège. This trans-border region includes the
national peri phery of fou r nati onal cultures: the Net herlands,
Belgium, Germany and France. Moreover, this area contains
parts of the rivers Rhine and Meuse, which are two rivers
that provoke the meeting and mixture of very different
urban cultures. Next to cultural diversity, t he choice for this
area is based on the fact that it has an overall simila r type of
landferm and the rivers are relatively close toget her.
Within t his area two l ocations are sought with two main
ditterences in landscape culture :
1. difference between the rivers Meuse and Rhine
2. difference between rural and urban landscape
To investigate the area w ith regard to these two points of
interest, an inventory of t he M euse-Rhine area is made
which w ill be discussed in t he first section . On the basis of
this data two locations are selected : the rural Stevensweert
on the Meuse, and the urban Inner Harbour of Duisburg as
tributary of the Rhine. These locations are analysed according
to the fi rst column of the comparison matrix, the context, as
is described in sections two and th ree. Insection four the two
locations are compared w ith each other.
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Map of soil type in the selected area

Map of re lief in the selected area

1. INVENTORY MEUSE-RHINE AREA

MAP 1: WATERBODlES
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Legend
Rhine- Meuse
tributaries

The inventory of the selected Meuse-Rhine area should lead
to the choice of two locations with a difference in landscape
culture. But first of all, it is important to describe how
landscape is interpreted here. In this project, the following
four elements are recognized :
/

1. Natura) elements (landforms and waterbodies)
2. Abstract elements (weather and lighting)
3. Living elements (flora and fauna)
4. Human elements (built environment)
The inventory is limited to those elements which expose a
clear difference and variatien over the selected area : the
waterbodies, the flora and the built environment, where the

~

_.,\ r'/

latter is subdivided into 'cities' and 'industry and agriculture'.
These categories wil I be discussed in this section.
RHINE

WATERBODlES

The main waterbodies in this area are the Meuse and the
Rhine and their tributaries. Bath are discussed separately.

Meuse
The Meuse turns north from Liège and then farms part of
the Belgian-Dutch border (with an exception in Maastricht).
In the Netherlands it continues northwards through Venlo
closely along the border with Germany. The Meuse, with

Meuse facts
• length 925 km
• avg. width 100 m
• avg. discharge 230 m'/s
• basin area 36.000 km '

Rhin e !ac ts
• length 1320 km
• avg. width 400 m
• avg. discharge 2290 m'/s
• basin area 170.000 km'
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MI\P 2. FL~A

Legend
protected
nature

' ..

I .

parks

a width varying between 80 and 200 metres, is navigable
over a substantial length and is therefore part of a major
inland navigation infrastructure. lt is heavily used by small
cargo ships and barges. However, between Maastricht and
Maasbracht, the river itself is unnavigable w it h its shallow

..

and narrow waters and is bypassed by the Juliana Ca nal going
~

• north and the Albert Canal extending north westward to
Antwerp. Besides the two canals the Meuse has six tributaries

.·

in this area, creating a large catchment area on bath sides
of the river. Next to the navigable and unnavigable parts of
the Meuse, there is one part which is characte rized by its
many lakes in the centre of Limburg. Due to reelamatien of
gravel from the ground in the 20th century, this area is now

•

transformed into a region with nature and water recreation .

Rhine

r

The Rhine is one of the longest and most important rivers
in Europe. The part investigated in this project is the Lower
Rhine with an average width of 400 metres. Starting in Bonn,
the most southern city in the selected area, it continues
northwards through Cologne, Düsseldorf and Du isburg. Along
this entire length, the Rhine is a vitaland navigable waterway
which can carry trade and goods deep inland. From the
North Sea til I Cologne the river can even support ocean going
vessels, afterwards the cargo continues by barges pushed by
smaller ships . lt is therefore not surprising that t his northern
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part of the Rhine contains many harbeurs and ports . In the

Legend

area under consideration there are three main tributaries,

number of inhabitants

> 400.000

the Ruhr, Wupper and Sieg, all going eastwards.
Venlo
91.757 inhobitants
11 km waterfront

FLORA

The map of flora depiets protected nature areas, general
nature are as and parks.lt shows clearlythataround the Meuse,
more protected and general nature can be found. In the part

Roermond

of the Belgian-Dutch border, the Meuse is closely connected
with the protected nature. Here, the Me useretains its original
natura! flow and currently 'Natuurmonumenten' is reserving
1000 ha . for nature to recover. The riverbed is widened and
the banks are lowered, so the rivergets its natural dynamics
.' \

;

l \. . (

back and can change the landscape surrounding it. The banks

.-'

'

are mainly used for forests, meadows of flowers and special
natura! monuments.

'

The map a lso depiets the little amount of nature surrounding
the Rhine . Moreover, most of the spots ciosest to the Rhine

(

are parks where the real natura! dynamic character is far to
be sought. In general this part of the Rhine does not have a
close relation with nature at all .
/

•

BUILT ENVIRONMENT - CITIES

The map of cities shows all cities with more than 25.000
inhabitants. The more intense the colour red, the denser the
area. This map demonstrates that the Rhine is a much more

Uège
$ .102 inhobitonts

U

km woterfronr

.,

< 50.000
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urban river than the Meuse with a cluster of cities attached

MAP 4: INOUSTRY & AGRICULTURE
industry

to this river. The four largest cities are all minimally twice the

agriculture

size of Liège, the largest city along the Meuse. These cities,
with Bonn as an exception, all have a very long waterfront
with Duisburg at the top with 114 km of waterfront. Duisburg
is also the home of Europe's largest inland port functioning
as a hub to the sea ports of Rotterdam, Antwerp and
Amsterdam . Along the Meuse, the four largest cities only /
have a waterfront varying between 21 and 38 km . Along the
Rhine the cities are nat only larger, but the area influenced
by the water is also much bigger. The Rhine cities are much
more stretched in the direction of the river. Wh en looking at
special buildingsin the cities along bath rivers, it is clear that
historie buildings such as castles and eh urehes are built on the
river banksalong the entire lengthof bath rivers, but when it
comes to modern buildings there is a clear difference. Along
the Meuse there are only some modern buildings in the
southern part, while along the Rhine these are much more
spread . This confirms that the Rhine is a much more urban
river, also in today's modern times, while the Meuse has only
smal I parts with an urban character, which are located mostly
in the southern part.
BUILT ENVIRONMENT- IN DUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE

Map 4 depiets the agricultural and industrial areas directly
related to bath rivers. Bath of these types of area are present

/

LOCATION 1 Ru ral Stevensweert

LOCATION 2 Urban Inner Harbeur Duisburg
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around the Meuse and Rhine, but not in the same amount.

part has some la.rger natura I areas, though not closely related

is obvious. Moreover, to create as much ditterenee as possible

Near the Meuse, it is mainly around Liege where the river

to the river. Both parts consist of a mixture of the different

lbetween the rural and urban location, the location on the

forms the centre of industrial development. Further, more

elements, in which none dominates. In the third part, from

Meuse will be selected in the most natural part - between

industry can be found around the centre of Limburg where

the north of Maastricht to Maasbracht where the river forms

Maastricht and Maasbracht - and the location on the Rhine

gravel used to be reclaimed and in Venlo. When looking at the

the Belgian-Dutch border, nature dominates the scene, and

will be selected in one of the three biggest cities - Duisburg,

Rhine, the industrial areas are spread along its entire length

in the fourth part from Maaseik to Roermond the area is

Dusseldorf or Cologne . But to make the two locations

and the areas are much bigger. Although plants and factories

characterized by the many surrounding lakes. The Meuse

comparable as well, some secondary criteria are added :

can be found along all of the entire Rhine, it is here, at the

has as a natural meandering character in these parts, and

Lower Rhine, where the highest concentratien appears. Both

its banks are only occupied by small villages and some

•the tootbridge should enhance existing routing of
pedestrians and cyclists

rivers have been used for industry already for quite a long

agricultural fields. The rest is considered as protected nature

• the span should be in between 80 and lOOm .

time, nowadays industrial buildings from the 19th century

which will be expanded even more. Most of these areas can

• the soil condition should be similar

can still be found on severallocations. However, mainly along

be explored on foot, by bike or over the water. Nature and

• water should play a vital role in the surroundings

the Rhine it is the modern industry that dominates the area .

reereatien go hand in hand along this part of the Meuse. The

• it should be a public area with a mixed use

In agricultural areas there is not much ditterenee between

dominating character of the Meuse, in generaland especially

both rivers. Both have agricultural and cattle-breeding areas

in these two parts, is that of the rurallandscape.

along their banks in roughly the same amount.

The Rhine has a completely different character which is

best with the criteria are Stevensweert near the Meuse and

moreover the same along its entire length in this area. lt is

the inner harbour of Duisburg near the Rhine.

After considering several locations, the two that complied

(HARACTERIZATION MEUSE AND RHINE

a very wide and completely navigable river with large cities

In both cases, there are many existing routes for pedestrians

With the inventory in natura!, living and human elements a

alternated with large industrial areas. Flora is only present in

and cyclists which can be enhanced either as a link between

general characterization can be given of both rivers.

city parks and botanical gardens, which are in most cases not

two existing networks or as a central point in the network.

The Meuse can be divided in four parts with two different

located directly on the riverbank. The dominating character

The span in Stevensweert varies between 80 and 90 metres,

characters. The parts from Liège till Maastricht and from

of the Rhine is the urban landscape.

and in Duisburg the span is 82 metres. Finally, in Stevensweert

Roermond further north can mainly be characterized as a

the mixed use consists of water recreation, tourism and

fairly wide navigable river, with small areas of industry and

CHOICE OF lOCATION

living, while in Duisburg there is a mix of working, living and

agriculture alternated with cities. The southern part has

With the characterization of the two rivers, the choice for a

recreation. Both locations are analysed using the 'context'

almost no direct nature surrounding it, while the northern

rurallocation on the Meuse and an urban one near the Rhine

column of the comparison matrix in the next section.
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top : aerial view with freespace in yellow
bottom : sectien with limiting height lines in red .

2.

LOCATION

1 - RURAL STEVENSWEERT

Stevensweert is a small town near the Meuse in the central
part of the province of Limburg in the Netherlands. lt is
located in the municipality of Maasgouw. lt lies on the
right bank of the river Meuse, which farms the border with
Belgium. Tagether with 'Ohé en Laak' Stevensweert is located
on an island between the Old and New Meuse. This location
is analysed according to the spatial, structural and sensuous
elementsof the context.
SPACE

Usabie space

The selected rural location on the Meuse near Stevensweert
has enough available space on bath riverbanks for the
abutments

of a footbridge.

However, there

are

also

restrictions in usabie space when the height of the possible
bridge is considered . First of all, the Meuse is, on sunny
weekend days, used for recre tional sailing. This results in
the demand of a navigational clearance from the water to the
soffit of the bridge of 8 metres. Moreover, the historica I value
of Stevensweert (as will be described later in this section)
also bounds the upper limit of the height of the bridge,
this should be as low as the construction allows. With the
maximum gradient for cyclists that can result in long slopes
and the eastern bank can become a problem with regard to

ROUTING left: aerial view with routing pedestrians (red) and cyclists (blue)

right : impression of existing routes

VIEWS

left: aerial view with important views

SPAN

aerial view with measurements of span
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right and below: views of Meuse, harbour, farm and lake

free space . Th is should therefore be one of the first aspects to

Views

consider in the design phase.

The area is very diverse and has therefore many interesting
elements worth viewing . These views are oriented to all

Routing

possible directions, there are no sights one should rather

The existing routing for cyclists runs currently only on the

not see. First of all, there are the views to the Meuse itself

eastern bank and is parallel to the river. This routing is part

and the surrounding natural banks to both sides (north and

of a large bicycle netwerk in the Netherlands. On the western

south) . Secondly, the views to the town Stevensweert with

bank there is no routing directly across Stevensweert, but

the two churches as highest points are evenly important. On

some hundred metres south there is a picnic place that is

the same side of the river, but more to the north, there is a

connected with a bicycle netwerk in Belgium. Since all these

recreational harbour with all kinds of small boats and sailing

cycling routes are mainly used by recreational cyclists, it is

ships. On the other bank, there is an old farm dating back to

decided that the connecting part in the routing between the

the 17th century. Behind this farm there is a large lake used

Dutch and Belgian part, should continue northwards on the

for sailing as well, with some old industrial machines left as

spit of land . The route will then continue on the banksof the

old monuments.

lake located to the west, and will not confront the residents
of the farm by going directly in front of this farm.

STRUCTURE

The existing routing for pedestrians is a historica! routing

Span

in Stevensweert used mainly by tourists. lt contains the

The span over the Meuse at this location varies between

same path parallel to the Meuse as that for the cyclists, but

the 82 and 90 metres. This allows the use of most structural

then continues into the streets of Stevensweert. To show

systems without an intermediary supporting pier in the water.

the variety of the area to the tourists and to provide the
inhabitants of the town with the opportunity to walk in the

Soil

natural environment, a new routing can be created on the

The soil mainly consistsof river clay as is found around a large

western spit of land. This route can be connected to the

part of the Meuse. Th is wil I not pose a problem for a bridge

historica I routing and to the he art of the tewn's centre .

structure, but wil I result intheuse of a pile foundation for the
abutments.

SOIL

river clay

TOPOGRAPHY photo showing the topography of the loeation
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HlSTORY lelt: aerial view with historie buildings (blaek) and strueture (white)

right: impression of historie building, the Gouvernement

Topography

and was later enlarged with another large round tower. The

in 1732. 1n 1787 the tower was demolished as welf, but a part

The topography of the location is a combination of softly

castie was surrounded by houses in a ribbon pattern. In 1633

had to remain for stability reasons.

sloping river banks covered with grass and areas paved with

Stevensweert was changed into a smalt fortress city. The

In 1765 the garrison was removed and the fortress decayed.

stanes or asphalt. The western bank is only covered with

fortress was built by the Spanish and surrounded by a high

However, in the following period two new churches were

grass and rises in two levels to 4 metres above the maximum

walt of earth with seven bastions. Around this walt, a wide

built, bath for the catholics and the protestants, to reptace

water level. The eastern bank rises 5 metres from the water

canal was created with fiveislands for defence. At the outside

the old ones. The catholic church, the St . Stephanus, dates

level in a more or less continuous slope. At two locations a

of this canal another walt was built, which also regularly

from 1781, the protestant church from 1819.

paved path leads to the water edge, one to the location of the

served as a dike for the river. The fortress could be entered

After a change of power, Stevensweert belonged in 1814 to

old ferry, the other to the location of the farmer bridge made

at two sides: Maaspoort and Veldpoort. Within the fortress

the Netherlands again and si nee 1830 the Meuse formed the

of ships. Th is last location is now used as a place where smal I

all streets were built in a radial pattern : they all radiate from

border between the Netherlands and Belgium, nowadays

boats can moor and therefore the river bank is partly paved.

the centre to the outside. Existing houses were demolished

therefore known as the 'Grensmaas' (border Meuse) . In the

in order to implement this radial pattern. The only exception

following period, no big changes were made toStevensweert

was made at the ·tocation of the castie and church . The

u ntil the second part of the 19th century. In 1858 the architect

Bath a slopingpathand astair lead to this place.
SENSUOUS

Spanish also built a bridge of ships to create a safe crossing

P.J.H . Cuypers designed a building for the new city hall. Also

History (Rutten, 2008}

to the other bankfortheir troops, which functioned ti111702.

the fortress walls were torn down in this period and only the

The unique position of Stevensweert, on an island between

Later on, the conneetion was made by a ferry service.

radial pattern of the streets survived. At the beginning of

the Old and New Meuse, and the fertile clay ground has

In 1702 the fortress became part ofthe Dutch state (Republiek

the 20th century houses were built at the area of the farmer

determined the history of the agricultural village . The first

der Verenigde Nederlanden) and in 1705 five extra bastions

fortress walls, but the area of the farmer canals remained

time the name 'Stevensweert' was mentioned dates back

were built in the outer walt. The Dutch military garrjson

mostly empty due to foundation problems. The historica!

to the 13th century when it was the parish of St. Stephanus,

formed a protestant society in the further catholic village and

centre remained untouched until after the Second World War.

but in 1942 a silver cup, the Kantha Ros, was found which

used the chapel of the castie as church. For the cammander

A large military barracks complex burned down and left an
empty space, now used as pubtic garden. Furthermore, the

dates back to the Greek/Roman period, the 1st century BC.

a new house was built. The medieval castie which was used

Surrounded by water, the area was defendable and thus of

by the Spanish commandant was severely damaged by the

pavement of cobblestones was removed and replaced with

strategie value. A simple tower, built in the 13th century,

siege of 1702 and almast completely demolished . The round

asphalt and concrete tiles. Several smalt houses and sheds

became a powerfut castie during the late Middle Ages . The

tower was one of the few remaining parts and the new house

were demolished or given a new façade without respecting

castie initially had a square ground plan and one round tower,

for the commander, the Gouvernement, was built against it

the historica I value of the area.

FUNCTIONS left: aerial view with functions such as living (yellow)

IDENTITY photo of the town!s cent re with typical wedge shaped houses

From 1975 onwards, the spirit began to change. Since then,

IDENTITY photo of the old fortress canon near the Meuse, one of the places

where the inhabitants gather

right : impression of residential houses

to support the inhabitants. Since the town is also visited by

gather to exchange their stories.

Stevensweert has undergone a major renovation and became

many tourists, there is also a museum about the history of

The surroundings of Stevensweert used to be characterized

a protected village in 1993. A large part of the streets and

Stevensweert. The tourists come mainly for the historica!

by fields and grazing with winding paths, but this has partially

the historica! buildings are restored in their historica! state.

character of the town and walk or cycle around. But the

been changed after the Second World War when dredgers

The atmosphere of the old times can be relived in this

surrounding area is also attractive for other recreations such

started removing gravel from the soil. The empty hollow

small city through old monuments such as the remains of

as water sports . With the Meuse, severallakes and harbours,

spaces are now tilled with water, thus many large lakes exists

the medieval castle, village pump, lanterns and the original

the area attracts many water tourists as well. To the north of

in the environment. The area is therefore changed into a true

fortress cannon. In 2009 a part of the old fortress walls will

Stevensweert there are two harbours, recreational beaches

water Eldorado, for both humans and animals . Many water

be rebuilt in original state and become part of the historica!

and lakes for all kinds of water sports. To the south there

birds can be found here, and the surrounding grass lands are

walking route.

are three lakes, partially for recreation but also for nature.

grazed by Galloway cattie and Koniks horses.

Further, the rural surroundings with many protected nature
At the west bank of the Meuse, in Belgium, opposite of

sites are a joy for the touring cycli st. The eastern bank can be

CONCLUSION

Stevensweert, lies the Houbenhof This farm is now located

discovered with many routes by bike or on foot. The western

The diversity of the area with a historica! fortress, agriculture,

on a piece of land which is saved from the dredging. lt is one

bank is enclosed by water on three sides and connected with

nature and water makes it very attractive for many

of the most impressive farms of the 'Maasland'. The origin of

a small string of land to Ophoven, from where many routes

pedestrians and cyclists. This can be enhanced by a foot-

this farm starts in 1660-1664 when the ground was bought by

start as wel I.

and cycling bridge over the Meuse from Stevensweert to the

Aert Hou ben. In 1681 a farm was built, also used as an inn for

western spit of land connecting the existing Dut eh and Belgian

shippers. lt was rebuilt in 1759 by Peter Houben andrebuilt

ldentity

routes . However, it can be concluded from the a na lysis of the

again in 1945 afterit was burned by the Germans. Houbenhof

Thema in identity of Stevensweert is still that of the historica I

contexts that it will be achallenge to design a bridge that will

became a protected monument in 2004 .

fortified city. Many historica I elements survived till today, but

both fulfil the needs of the spatial and sensuous issues. There

it is the structure of the town combined with these remaining

are many spatial restrictions on this location, but it is also a

Functions

elements that make it such a special place. Nowadays, the

sensitive place to build something new due to the historica!

The functions of this area are a combination of living,

town does whatever it takes to strengthen this image of the

image of Stevensweertand the rural setting of the landscape.

recreation and nature. Stevensweert is a small town with ca .

historica! fortress by restoring historie elements and even

1700 inhabitants. The uses of the buildings besides residential,

rebuilding a part of the old fortress wall. lt appears to be a

such as churches, supermarkets and cafes, are mainly there

place where everyone knows everyone and where people
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top: aerial view with freespace in yellow
bottom : section with limiting height lines in red.

3. LOCATION 2- URBAN DUISBURG
The area of the Duisburg Inner Harbour covers the north of
the old city area between the Marientor and stretches al most
to the Berlin Bridge over the city motorway. lt is the most
eastern part that is considered as the second location. This
location is analysed according to the spatial, structural and
sensuous elementsof the context as wel i.

SPACE
Usabie Space

The urban location in the Inner Harbour of Duisburg has
empty available space on bath banks. On the northern bank
there is an empty plot now used by movable small sheds. On
the southern bank there is a parking lot which will not be
used in the future since a new parking garage was built right
across this old place. When considering the available space
on the water no limitation appear to be present . The water
basin is not used by ships anymore, thus the new bridge
could possible float on the water. This will not compete with
the annually organized ' Dragon Baat Fun Regatta ', since the
design will be located at the end of the basin . Further, the
surrounding buildings are all 8 to 12 storeys high, so there are
no direct limitations to the height.

ROUTING left: aerial view with routing pedestrians (red) and cyclists (blue)
right: impression of existing routes

VIEWS left: aerial view with important views

SPAN aerial view with measurements of span
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right/below: views of cranes, si los, new architecture and harbour

Routing

highway-viaduct with parking places underneath. This side is

The redeveloped Inner Harbeur has walking promenades

therefore nat worth viewing, unless the situation is altered.

all around the water. Particular attention is given to an

The interesting views to the west are a mixture of the water

appropriate design of these watersides to en ha nee a stay of

basin with old industrial harbeur cranes, the renovated silos

any length. Next to numerous terraces also rest places and

and warehouses, and the new architectural projects.

play areas for children are created. The routing around the
water has however na clear ending, sa this will be a point of

STRUCTURE

attention in the design.

Span

The existing routing for cyclists is currently the same as the

The span over the Inner Harbeur is 82 metres. This allows

one for pedestrians (in Germany there is aften na separation

the use of most structural systems without an intermediary

between bicycle and pedestrian paths), but the area is also

supporting pier in the water.

connected to a wider bicycle netwerk, the 'Radverkehrsnetz
NRW'. The selected location is passed by two bicycle tracks

Soi/

and numerous surrounding buildings are appointed as target

The soil mainly consistsof river clay as is found around a large

to visit on these routes. The inner harbeur could therefore

part of the Rhine. This will not pose a problem for a bridge

become a central point of this netwerk, an ancharing place

structure, but will result in the use of a pile foundation for

along the 'Route of lndustrial Culture'. This will also increase

the abutments.

the connections between the inner harbour and the city now there is only a conneetion made for pedestrians by the

Topography

three canals going southwards .

The topography of the location is mainly characterized by hard
edges and paved areas. From the water level the bank rises

Views

approximately 1 metre and then continues horizontally. On

The area is very diverse and has many interesting elements

several locations there are concrete platforms raised above

worth viewing. However, these are all oriented in one

the water, tha1t somehow soften the edge of the water bas in .

direction, the west, since the location is at the ending of the

There is no natural reliet on the site, but an artificial reliet is

harbour. The eastern side is now occupied by a large

created with the surrounding buildings. These appear as large

SOIL river clay

TOPOGRAPHY photo showing the topography of the location

HlSTORY left: aerial view with historie buildings (black)

block-like hills with straight lines and hard edges. Here some

With the turn of the 20th century the largest mill industry

Discovery Centre, while the bigger remaining part is used

farmer harbeur eranes try to soften the whole and make a

of West Germany flourishes here and it was called the

for offices and gastronomy. Also the Speicher Allgemeine,
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right: impression of historie building, Küppersmühle

conneetion between the buildings and the water at several

'breadbasket of the Ruhr area' with its many mil is and si los.

Faktorei 21 and Hafenforum are redeveloped. Behind this

locations. Also the highway-viaduct to theeast can be viewed

The aidest remaining building is the 'Wehrhahnmühle' dating

row of mills and silos a new residential district is developed

back to 1896, but rebuilt in 1924 after being destroyed by a

which is connected to the basin through a system of canals.

as a topographical border.

fire. Other remaining buildings are the mill 'Küppersmühle'
SENSUOUS

(1916) and the silo and grain warehouse Speicher Allgemeine

Functions

The Inner Harbeur is best described as a multifunctional

History {Thiem, 2009)

(1936}. When the harbeur was no langer competitive in the

The Inner Harbeur of Duisburg is strongly connected with

1960s, the area began to decline. In the 70s and 80s attempts

service park by the waterfront in which werking, living,

the development of the city. Duisburg was originally located

were made to restructure the area, but only in 1992 the

culture and leisure are combined . The northern bank is

south of the Rhine and near the mouth of the Ruhr, where

restructuring plan was really set into motion. The basis of the

mainly occupied with large office buildings and a parking

nowadays the Inner Harbeur can be found. Around 1200 the

redevelopment was a master plan from Foster & Partners .

garage. However, on the ground floor many of these buildings

Rhine changed its course. The bend in the river that flowed

The nucleus of this plan was the conversion of the farmer

are used for gastronomie facilities and leisure activities such

past the city gradually silted up and Duisburg started to loose

warehouses and mills into offices and for cultural uses on

as a fitness studio. This prevents this side from becoming

its importance as commercial centre. At the beginning of the

the south side and the development of new urban buildings

isolated. The southern bank has several attractions apart
from offices and gastronomie facilities, such as the Museum

19th century projects were developed to create a canal to the

for offices andl gastronomie enterprises on the northern side.

city that could serve as a harbour. In 1828 work begins on the

Moreover, a dam structure was built to raise the water level

of Contemporary Art and the Legoland Discovery Centre.

construction of the 'Rhine-Canal', which is now known as the

in the artificial basin, the most eastern part of the Inner

There is also a residential district connecting the area with
the city centre.

outer harbour, to conneet the city with the river again. Later

Harbour, in order to create attractive promenades.

this canal is extended with a new harbeur basin, which is

With the old buildings protected as ancient monuments, it

known as the Inner Harbour. From 1889 till1893 this harbeur

was a challenge to adapt them fortheir new purposes. The

ldentity

is deepened and extended further eastwards. This part is

old factories are mostly retained, but the inner spaces are

The identity of the inner harbeur can be described as a

selected as second location in this project. At the top of this

adapted to contemporary requirements. The 'Küppersmühle'

modern civic area with strong historica! roots . lt is sought to

Inner Harbeur (the mosteastern point) a harbeur-trainstation

was remodelied by Herzog & de Meuron for the Museum of

create an area where one can experience and can mentally

is build. Most of the harbeur runs on the trade of timber, but

Contemporary Art and completed in 1999. The western part

construct the industrial history. About thirty till forty percent

the last extension becomes the centre of the bread industry.

of the 'Wehrhahnmühle' is since 2008 home to Legoland

of the old buildings remain, but they are reconstructed in

FUNCTIONS left: aerial view with offices (green), special (b'lue),living (yellow)

IDENTITY photo of the harbour with old eranes and new architecture

IDENTITY photo of si los and warehouses
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right: impression of special building Legoland Discovery Cent re

such a way that they meet the current demands. On the

al most no spatial restrictions and moreover, the bridge is nat

outside they still remind of the old industrial buildings, but

directly needed for crossing the water, the bridge will have

on the inside modern spaces are created. History is also

to be designed in such a way that it makes itself necessary.

present in less obvious ways. The paths are made of a mosaic

This can be reached by creating a design that enhances the

of salvaged bricks and tiles from the demolished buildings.

sensuous qualities of the environment.

More to the west of the Inner Harbour there is even a park,
the 'Garden of Memories', designed by sculptor Dan i Karavan,
were certain segments of the buildings are preserved.
But apart from the historica! aspect it is also a vibrant new
neighbourhood in Duisburg with a well balanced mix of
culture, business and residents. The water has been given a
new role in the life of the city with a variety of public space
on the waterfront. The result is nat only a new interesting
architectural area, but it has become a real community as
wel I with a local market and many events, such as the Dragon
Baat Fun Regatta.

IDENTITY 'Garden of Memories' with housing

[www.fosterandpartners.com)

IDENTITY interior of Speicher Allgemeine

IDENTITY interior of Küppersmühle

[www.Oickr.com- Jan Martin]

[www.bahl.de]

CONCLUSION

The diversity of the area with historica! warehouses and
silos, new modern architecture, parks and water makes the
area very attractive for many pedestrians and cyclists. The
Inner Harbour can become a focal point in the 'Route of
lndustrial Culture' with a new bridge . Moreover, the bridge
can intensify the relation between the area and the water.
From this analysis it can be concluded that the challenge for
this design lies within the sensuous issues. Since there are

IDENTITY canals leading to the residential district

[www.fosterandpartners.com]

IDENTITY 'Garden of Memories'

CONTEXT STEVfNSWEERT
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4. (OMPARISON
The analyses of both locations are compared on their
contextual issues to show the ditterences and similarities.

~oll

op g ph

SPACE

lf the two locations are compared according totheir spatial
elements, it becomes clear that in Stevensweert there are
many boundary conditions, while in Duisburg this is much
more free. In Stevensweert the bridge needs a certain height,
but should not go too high . Moreover, two routings should be
combined and the entire surroundings should become visible
trom the bridge . In Duisburg there are no height restrictions,
the routings of pedestrians and cyclists can be the same and
views are basicallyin one direction, but if the area is altered
this can change as well . The design of Stevensweert wil!
therefore be more restricted by the spatial elements than the
design of Duisburg.

STRUCTURE

The first two aspects of structure, the span and soil, are al most
exactly the same, but this was also a criterion for selection.
The topography, however, varies, but this is inherent to the
choice for a rural and urban location. The main ditterenee
is that in Stevensweert the banks are soft slopes, while in
Duisburg there are hard edges . This may have an impact on

tlt

CONTEXT DUISBURG

...u
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the design.
SENSUOUS

When camparing sensuous aspects, it becomes clear that
both locations value their history. However, their roots date
back to different times: in Stevensweert to the 17th century,
in Duisburg to the 19th century. The way in which the history
is valued is completely different as well. In Stevensweert
all historica! buildings and elements are retained in their
original shape. lf cars are ignored, one can almast picture
oneself in the 17th century. In Duisburg the history is partially
preserved but given a new modernized use. Old elements
are used to create new things as well. Also, the functions are
different, but in both cases it is a mix of uses resulting in wellvisited areas. The difference is that Stevensweert is mostly
visited in sunny weekends and is a very calm town during the
rest of the year, while Duisburg is vibrant on all days since
it also incorporates offices, restau rants, etc. Both previous
aspects result in different identities: the historica! image of
Stevensweert versus the urbanized harbeur of Duisburg.
To conclude, the comparison confirms that there is an
inherent difference between the two contexts, which w ill
serve as input for t he design. In Stevensweert the spatia l
restrictions willlargely influence the design, while in Duisburg
the sensuous issues will play an important role.

( HAPTER

4

CONCEPT

SCHEME 1 a slightly bending cycle-track (orange) and straight footpath
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Th is chapter deals with the translation of the location ana lysis

For cyclists the slope of the bridge is restricted, but one

and design philosophy into a concept design. Bath the concept

restrietion of this location is a necessary free height of 6-8

directly comes from the centre of the town. In contrast with

of Stevensweert and Duisburg will be described. In the last

meter above the water level (P=O). Different codes exist

the cycling path, the footpath starts at the water edge (P+1)

section these concepts will be compared using the 'concept'

about the maximum slope for cyclists, but in this case a slope

and rises 8 meters at the centre of the bridge, thus forming

column of the comparison matrix introduced in chapter 2.

of 5 percent is set as the maximum. The required rise of 4

an arch across the water (scheme 1).

between the banks as an extension of the footpath which

meters on the eastern bank (P+5) and 5 on the western bank

1.

CONCEPT STEVENSWEERT

(P+4) will thus lead to long ramps. With the available space

Next to extending the routes it is important to extend the

on bath sides this results in (at least) two kinks in the cycle-

public spaces of Stevensweert to the bridge. Since people
tend tostop halfway across the bridge and look out over the

Designinga bridge in Stevensweert is achallenge because the

track. On the western bank the path wil I continue northwards

spatial restrictions have to be combined with the historica!

in a new cycling path that follows the river bank, as discussed

water, a gathering point in the mid of the bridge is created.

image of Stevensweertand the rural setting of the landscape.

in chapter 3, but on the eastern bank there are two options

This will serve as a public place above the water where

The translation from the analysis of the location toa concept

to conneet with the existing path: northwards or southwards.

people can wander around and take a rest. Moreover, this

therefore starts with these spatial restrictions. Combining

A ramp to bath sides is nat necessary and even undesirable

place serves as an observation post to the surroundings in all

the philosophy of viewing bridges as public places with the

since in this case, the surroundings will be dominated by

directions.

spatial restrictions, results in a basic shape. Next, this shape is

ramps. Thus one side has to be selected. lt is best to choose

materialized and further enhanced toa final concept design,

the side where cyclists expect an entrance to the bridge.

a sensuous structured space.

Since cyclists coming from the southern cycle track can see

considering how the two user groups view their environment,

the bridge long befare the entrance and cyclists from the

the routing and view scheme is optimized. A cyclist, going at

FROM SPATlAL RESTRICTIONS TO THE BASIC SHAPE

north cannot, the ramp is directed southwards. Furthermore,

a higher speed than the pedestrian, sees mainly what is in

A proper shape is to be developed within the spatial

sharp angels of the kinks are nat practical for cyclists, so

front of him and cannot easily look sideways. lt is therefore

restrictions, such as the available space, routing and views.

these are changed to gradual bends. The result is a gentie

an advantage if the path orients towards different views, thus

First, the routing is considered. In The Netherlands footpaths

sloping curved path connected with the cycling routes in the

turning the focus of the cyclist, with a gradual bend in the

are commonly separated from cycle-tracks. Since bath have

environment (scheme 1).

horizontal plane (scheme 2).

different requirements at this location, the paths willliterally

For pedestrians, steep slopes pose no problem as long as they

For a pedestrian it is much easier to look around when

be separated. For bath the best routing is investigated and

are executed as stairs. In genera!, a pedestrian will always

walking, so there is noneed tobend the path in the horizontal

the two routings are combined in one integrated design.

search for the shortest way, so a straight conneetion is made

direction. But when looking at existing observation posts, for

When combining this public place with the two routings and

/
I
SCHEME 2 a largely bending cycle-track (orange) and straight footpath

SCHEME 3 a public place on the crossing of the two routings

30 SKETCH impression of the concept design
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example a watchtower, it is observed that people walk around

for the primary structure, and concrete for the secondary

to look in all directions. Thus, in the centre of the bridge a

structure. Concrete has a stone-like quality, matches with the

walk-around is designed for the pedestrians . Th is is combined

footpaths and cycle-tracks of Stevensweert and will form an

with the need fora public place at this point and the routing

ongoing path over the river.

of the cyclists. The cyclist route is cut in two and the parts are
slid into each other creating an aval gathering place for bath

ENHANCING THE SHAPE- FORM FINDING

pedestrians and cyclists (scheme 3) .

With the basic shape and materials known, the concept

MATERlAUZING THE SHAPE

final farm of the cycle-track is found by experimenting with

Befare developing the global shape into a more precise

different ratios for ellipse curvatures and the farm of the

design is further enhanced by farm-finding processes . The

design, it has to be materialized . However, selecting the

footpath is a result of optimizing the substructure between

proper materials is a challenging task in this environment.

the cyclists and pedestrian paths.

The historica! town is mainly materialized in bricks and other
types of stone and the bridge type that matches with the

The cycle-track

historica! image of Stevensweert is a masonry arch bridge.

The shape of the cycle-track is enhanced by finding the proper

However, with the needed span and rise of the arch the

curvature. Ellipses with different ratios were used to find the

usage of masonry is not possible . Moreover, the Meuse and

shape that fits within the environment and bridge design . The

its natural banks, protected by 'Natuurmonumenten', ask for

ratios selected originate from research of Gustav Feichner,

a much more subtie 'invisible' bridge. A material with a high

who expe roimented with the attractiveness of different ratios

strength to weight ratio should be selected in order for the

in reetangles (Hemenway, 2005). With a 1:1 ratio (a circle)

bridge to become as slender as possible. In this case, steel

the gathering place at the mid of the bridge becomes too

would be the best option. As becomes clear, there exists a

wide and the ramps toa long, while with a 2:5 ratio the place

duality in the environment when it comes to materia Is for the

becomes too long and the ramps too short. The best ratio

bridge. This ambiguous character will be carried through in

appears to be 5:8 (the Golden Section ratio), which is also

the materials of the bridge and is used to make a ditterenee

the most preterred rectangle from Feichner's experiments.

in the primary and secondary construction . Steel is selected

This ratio results in a proper shaped gathering place, enough

SUBSTRUCTURE principle of trees translated into an abstract struct ure
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curvature to change the perspective of the cyclistand ramps

close up, in line with the crossing. From afar, t he bridge

that fit within the context.

should not be a blight on its su rroundings. The qua lity of the
rural landscape and the historica! town has to be preserved,

The structura/ system

and thus a light structure is needed, minimizing the disruption

The two paths are combined in one structural system. The

of the view. Several possibilities are considered, ranging from

superstructure is formed by the arched footpath, since it

straight connections to three-dimensional treelike structures,

has the shortest span. This arch carries the cycle-track w ith

but the most light and transparent substructure appea red to

a substructure. The cycle track will continue on land in an

be one developed in the two-dimensional plane w here only

adapted shape, from beam-like to column-like, forming the

the thickness of the element is seen from afar. In the other

support for the ongoing cycle-track.

direction, visible when crossing the bridge, it is not on ly about
transparency and lightness. The crossing should become an

The bridge has to fit visually within the rural landscape in

'Erfahrung' and strengthens the idea of walking through and

such a way that it becomes part of it, without literally copying

over the bridge. Therefore the substructure is developed

it. By using the principlesof a growing tree, the structure wilt

as a two-dimensional artificial t ree branch. These branches

appear light and natura!. Moreover, tree structures provide

change in shape to the middle of the bridge because t he arch

valuable lessans in how to optimise strength and materials.

approaches the cycle-track and the distance between the two

Trees engineer themselves in a number of ways to maximize

decks becomes less. A farm-finding process is developed to

their strength, such as adding material where additional

obtain the shapes (see chapter 5). The branches embrace the

bearing capacity is needed (Benyus, 2009). This can be seen,

footpath, creating the feeling of walking through a changing

for example, beneath a heavy branch were extra material is

structure, and carry the cycle-track, where one cycles or

added. The structure wilt thus not only look natura I, but also

walks on top of this structure . On land the substructure is

contain the logies of constructing. lt wilt seem as though it

changed into an artificial tree trunk which carries the cycle-

has grown there by itself and sought a way across the river.
However, when

developing such

a structure,

several

viewpoints have to be considered. There are two main
different views: from afar perpendicular to the crossing and

track with its branches. All the substructure elements are
thus of a different shape but share the samedesign language.

STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLE

substructure with straight connections
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SENSUOUS STRUCTURED SPACE

The concept design for this bridge is a sensuous structured
STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLE

space. First of all, the shape is a direct result of the physical

substructure with braeed connections

spatial elements of the surroundings, thus the structure
is integrated in the space. Next, the design extends the
public space of the surroundings onto the bridge with a
public gathering space in the centre of the bridge . With
the combination of two materials for the bridge, the design
tries to fit within both the rural and historica! setting of the
place, and create a more sensuous structure with different
textures of the material surfaces . With the conneetion
STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLE

between the two paths a substructure is created relating to

substructure with three-dimen sional tree structure

The footpath

the human scale and with a natura! and logic appearance.

When applying the principles of a treelike structure to the

These elements, where people can walk through, also create

substructure elements, the obvious consequence is that

a sensuous space. Moreover, people are drawn to the centre

when the cycle-track becomes wider and the arch approaches

of the bridge and here, the central place wil! attract people

the cycle-track to the middle of the bridge, the substructure

to linger on the bridge for some time while enjoying the

elements become wider and more flat. Since these elements

environment.

embrace the footpath, the footpath will also become wider
and more flat to the middle of the bridge. This has two
advantages . First, the bridge is thinner in the centre and is
thus lighter. Second, the widening of the footpath wil! draw
pedestrians to the centre of the bridge. Finally, it illustrates
the final step in integrating the construction in the design
using farm-finding and connecting bath routingsas wel I.
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2.

CONCEPT DUISBURG

into the area, the outcome is not yet optimal. The quays are
full of life, ju st like it used to be inthefarmer harbour, but the

The concept design for Duisburg starts in a completely

life on the water has gone silent . With the dam structure that

different track from that in Stevensweert. There are almast no

was built to raise to water level in the artificial basin, there

spatial restrictions in this area, but this design is a challenge

is no activity on the water and no movement in the water.

as wel! . Since the bridge crosses a closed off water basin

The relationship between the water and the surrounding

around which the pedestrian can walk, there is no direct need

area is braken. The new bridge design can be used to create

to create a crossing. There is, however, a need to complete

a link between the water and the surroundings, and create a

the current urbanized harbour in its most eastern part, the

lively place above the water. A shape is sought that contrast

location of the bridge. To create a design that can enhance

with the static surroundings and that promotes the dynamic

this area where no spatial restrictions are present, the

character of water. The wave seems to be the ui ti mate shape

sensuous issues are essential. The basic shape of this bridge

to characterize water, and next to being an obvious visual

is therefore a result of the sensuous character of the location .

metaphor, it provides a perceptual serenity that people

Suitable materials are selected for the resulting shape and its

seek from the water's edge . Moreover, when combining

context, and the shape is further enhanced into a sensuous

several waves, a playful element is created which extends the

structured space.

public place onto the water. The concept design of Duisburg
therefore exists of a bridge made of several waves.

FROM SENSUOUS CHARACTER TO THE BASIC SHAPE

The inner harbour of Duisburg has been changed in the

These waves wil! literally float on the water, evoking the

last few years as is described in chapter 3. From a busy

sensation of walking on water. To create a smooth transition,

harbour with ship-activity on the water and warehouses,

the waves are continued onto the quaysides. To integrate

silos and harbour eranes on the banks, it is developed ,i nto

these waves in the context, an idea was developed to let the

a recreational business area. As a result, the character is

waves cut through a rectangular building block that would

changed from tough toa more elegant area with some rough

fit within the grid of the other buildings (concept sketches :

edges. Although the urban plan with a well-balanced input of

top) . However, this rectangular block weakened the strong

new functions for the buildings has worked to bring new life

shapes of the waves. Therefore, the option was considered

REFERENCE IMAGE creation of a place above the water
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to create a small building within the wave shapes, partially
on land and partially above the water. But this blocked the
promenade around the water (concept sketches: middle). For
that reasen it was decided that a combination with a building
was not the best way to integrate the structure and instead
a new landscape garden on the quaysides will be designed.
/

The waves of the bridge will then slowly fade out into this
gar den and together they will become an escape from the
busy promenade . The fade out is created by varying the
length and vertical curvature of the waves. Some start right
at the water edge, while ethers create a port-like structure
over the promenade . The promenade then becomes part of
the bridge structure and the bridge wil I become an extension
of this promenade (concept sketches: bottom).
MATERlAUZING THE SHAPE

When materializing the shape, several aspects need to be
considered. First of all, what materials can create a curved
shape and what materia Is can easily float on water? But also
which

materia ~ s

fit within the context and can create pleasant

places to stay? The most regular materials used in bridges,
such as steel, concrete, wood and even composites, can be
used to create curved shapes. But when these shapes will
have to float on water, wood and composites are preferable .
These materials are relatively !light and can thus float on
CONCEPT SKETCHES inlegrating the structure in the surroundings

smaller pontoons.

CONCEPT SKETCHES horizontal curving and bracing of the structure
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With re gard to the context, wood appears to be a better choice.

Next, the four waves are developed further. Th ere is no reason

Just like the curved shapes contrast with the environment,

to create high vertical curves, since this would nat create a

wood will offer a nice and warm contrast with the currently

better view of the surroundings . The maximum is therefore

present materials such as bricks and steel. The combination

set to six meters above water level, such that when standing

of curves and wood will offer a counterbalance to the more

on this highest point of the bridge the cars on the highway

rigid, rectangular surroundings and create pleasant places on

viaduct are still nat visible. However, the bridge should also

the water, camparabie with the baathouse 'The President'.

be usabie for cyclists and thus at least one path should be

Moreover, the wood will provide the feeling of sitting on a

easily accessible . For one curve the maximumriseis therefore

landing stage of the farmer doek, creating a link back to the

set to one and a half meters, thus a height of two and a half

previous tunetion of this area.

meters above water level. Next, it was considered tobend the
curves in a horizontal direction as wel I and brace them into a

ENHANCING THE SHAPE- FORM FINDING

netwerk by going over and under each other. This, however,

Farm-finding experiments were performed on aspects such

resulted in a hectic appearance . With the curves straight in

as the amount of waves, the vertical curvature, the horizontal

the horizontal plane, another methad was sought to create

curvature, creation of places and connections between the

the feeling of motion when crossing the bridge . Narrowing

waves. Also the eventual shape and structural system of

and broadening the paths, as in the 'Bundesgartenschau

these waves are created with a farm-finding process.

bridge' from Richard Dietrich, provided a solution.

The waves

the dynamic character of the water, the new bridge should

First of all, it was decided that four was the perfect number

also serve as a public place above the water. Several sketches

of waves. With the use of simple three-dimensional sketches

were made on how to create places with the wave shapes.

In addition to creating a fee'ling of motion and expressing

in Rhinoceros, it became clear that using less than four waves

Although several possibilities were found on how to create

does nat evoke the feeling of motion, while more than five

seating areas with these waves, it was decided to create

waves leads to a chaotic image. A chaotic appearance is

more abstract areas were people would linger. By broadening

undesirable for this tootbridge design, since it also should

certain areas of the bridge, people are automatically drawn

tunetion as an escape from the busy quaysides.

tothese parts and feel that they do nat necessarily just have

CoNCEPT SKETCHES
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to walk across, but can also rest for a while on the bridge.

pontoon are experienced when entering the bridge .

Even larger places can be created by connecting two waves.
Because of this, the routing across the bridge becomes more

SENSUOUS STRUCTURED SPACE

diverse as well. This routing is further enhanced by not only

The concept design is all about motion and giving people

connecting some waves in the horizontal plane, but also in

a feel for life at the water. The bridge will literally move in

the vertical plane where one wave path ends on another.

the vertical direction (due to the floating character) and in

One can search their own way across the water, and crossing

both directions the bridge will evoke the feeling of motion .

becomes an adventure .

Perpendicular to the bridge one will see the different waves,
in plane of the bridge the broadening and narrowing of the

The structura/ system

path strengthens the feeling of motion . The shapes, ranging

To design and construct the wave shapes in more detail, a

from subtie to more dramatic waves, help indicate whether a

structural system has to be established . There are two main

particular area is intended as a place to stay, to play, to walk,

possibilities: combination of arches or a combination of

or a combination . When crossing this structure, one can

wings and half arches. The last combination results in the

choose ones own path and activities. The bridge, therefore,

most continuous shapes. Each wing will be designed in such

demands an active attitude . lt is a playful, dynamic design

a way that, under its own weight, it will be in balance, while

which strengthens the relationship between the water and

the width of the deck, the height of the main structure and

the environment. Shaped out of wood the bridge features an

the height of the vertical curves vary. The details of this farm-

informal public space and creates a feeling of being in the

finding process will be discussed in chapter 5.

docks.

One or two wings will form the path across the water,
connected with the quaysides by a half arch on both sides .
The lowest points of the wings will be placed on pontoons
to support the structure on water. The volume of these
pontoons will be such that when the bridge deck is full with
people it will stay just above water level. But also such that
when the bridge is less crowded, the dynamics of the floating

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

four paths combinedof one or two wings and two half arches

(REATION OF PLACES

areas to linger on the bridge
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3.

(OMPARISON

The concept designs of bath locations are compared on their
conceptual issues, as depicted in the matrices ('concept'
column of matrix - chapter 2), to show the differences and
similarities between the two developed concepts.

BASIC SHAPE

~

The basic shape of bath concepts is developed from a

~

different starting point. The context analysis (chapter 3)

ti

resulted in a different challenge : in Stevensweert to create a
sensuous structured space within many spatial restrictions;
in Duisburg a bridge that would prove itself necessary, not
directly as a crossing, but as an urban sensuous space . The
shape in Stevensweert is therefore a direct consequence
of spatial restrictions, while in Duisburg it is the result of
enhancing the sensuous qualities of the area. However, bath
concepts include the creation of a place, so people willlinger
and take a rest on the bridge (chapter 1). But due to different
contextual circumstances, the type of public place differs
from an observation post in Stevensweert to a playful place
to escape the busy quaysides in Duisburg.
MATERIALS AND COLOURS

Apart from the difference in materia Is used in bath concepts,
the choice for certain materials has bath similarities and

s

CONCEPT DUISBURG
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differences. In bath concepts, materials are selected after a
close ana lysis of the locations. In Stevensweert this resulted

v tem

in a combination of steel and concrete to fit within bath the
rural and historica! setting. Moreover, the materials create
a tension between the bridge and the historica! character,
emphasizing this character. In Duisburg wood was selectedl
to offer a wa rm contrast with the modernized surroundings,
while creating a link to the history of the harbeur with its
farmer waoden landing stages. The ambiguity of the design
in Stevensweert is also carried through in the colours. With
the use of white and grey, a clear definition is given of the
bridge as an object in the landscape, without being obtrusive.
In Duisburg, the colours of natura! wood matches with the
colours of the historica! buildings and promenade, but
provide a good contrast with the modern buildings.
ENHANCING THE SHAPE

In bath cases, the shapes are enhanced to fit within the
context and to create a well-balanced design. Bath enhanced
shapes have similarities with natura I shapes and are designed
with a farm-finding process for optimization, leading to
a sensuous structure as described in the philosophy. The
main difference is present in the experience they create. In
Stevensweert a feeling of walking through and over the trees
is created, while in Duisburg, a feeling of motion is created,
with walkingin a floating structure, that moreover evokes the
feeling of walking on water.

(HAPTER
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1.

CONDITION STEVENSWEERT

The concept design in Stevensweert is now further developed
and specified with respect to the structural strength, stiffness
and stability and completed with railings, lighting, surface
textures and seating elements. A top-down approach is used
to describe all elements, starting with the cycle track and
finishing with the footpath.
THE CYCLE TRACK

The cycle track is created from prefab pre-stressed concrete
slabs with a width varying between three and three and a half
metre. The advantages of prefab construction are a relatively
easy construction (no formwork on site), but also smooth
surfaces on most sides, a higher level of finishing and a better
quality guarantee (van den Berg, 2006). The maximum span
of these slabs is about 15 meters, resulting in a thickness of
320 mm. With a total span of 90 meters this results in six
elements above the arch forming the cycle-track and five
substructure elements connecting the arch to the cycle track.
The same rhythm will be used when the cycle-track directly
connects to land.
To provide horizontal stability of the structure and create a
smooth surface the prefab elements are connected with each
other and a concrete layer of 4 mm with reinforcement is

DETAIL
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poured on top. On top of this layer a grey wearing coarse is
applied to roughen the surface.
To create smooth edges on either side of the connected
slabs, the edge beams are prefabricated as well . On the
side that faces outwards, they are rounded off to create
a slightly lighter image. At the conneetion with the slabs,
a campartment is left open to integrate lighting. This will
be sealed off with elements of light-transmitting concrete
(litracon) . Litracon uses a matrix of glass optie fibres, giving
the concrete a translucency (Litracon, 2007) . The result is a
very subtie lighting, emphasizing the shape of the cycle-track.
The railing is constructed from flat steel balusters, mounted
on the edge beam every one and a half meter, with a vertical
straight inside shape and a slightly curved outside shape. This
results in a decreasing width of the baluster from the bottam
upwards. The horizontal open spaces in the railing should be
less than 50 centimetres . Therefore, three horizontal cables
create the infill between the balusters, while maintaining a
transparent appearance. On top ofthe balusters a smal! steel
handrail is mounted. The top of this handrail is 1.2 metres
above the deck to guarantee the safety of the cyclists .
THE SUBSTRUCTURE

A substructure is created between the concrete cycle-track
and the arched footpath. The arch consists of a box girder
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with a rounded off bottom, as will be explained in the next

Next, the conneetion between the upper deck and the main

section . To create a smooth transition with a naturaland light

beam (eosine shaped substructure) is developed (Appendix

appearance, the structural principlesof a tree are translated

A.2, A.3). Several branches will support the deck and each

toa form-finding process (Appendix A.l).

carry a part of the load, so these can be designed thinner
than just one or two branches. Since the branches are in

To approach the shape of a tree branch, the main beam is

compression and designed on minimum thickness, they are

eosine shaped . In accordance with the growth of a branch, the

sensitive to buckling. Therefore, the branches are designed

cross section with the largest bending moment is the thickest.

as square tube profiles (less sensitive to buckling) . The

In a tree this is visible by the decreasein thickness of a branch

branches are designed according to their load, considering

to its top with as result that a minimum of material is used to

the maximum compression stress and buckling behaviour.

perform the task. Using a simplified model, calculations are

However, the resulting shape with main beam and branches

made todetermine the thickness as a function of the position

form a 'hammock' in which the arch seems to lie and rest.

on the beam (Appendix A.l). Thus at the centre, where the

This is the opposite of what is really happening, the arch

bending moment is the largest, the thickness is the highest as

supporting the upper deck. lt is therefore decided to tilt the

wel I. Towards the top, the moment decreases and so does the

secondary branches such that the most inner branch ends

thickness . Parameters such as the width of the upper cycle-

on the box girder, visualising the structural behaviour. As a

track deck, height between the upper and lower deck, the

result, these branches are eccentrically loaded and have to

height of the box girder and the minimum thickness of the

cope with a bending moment. Consequently the branches

beam can be va ried according to the location of the beam in

are tapered towards the ma in beam . On top of the branches

the bridge . The beam wil I be constructed with a steel H-profile

a steel plate is welded on which the concrete deck can be

with a double web . Due to the change in shape, these profiles

placed.

wil I have to be welded by hand. The individual sections (thus
the flanges and the webs) will be cut out of large metal plates

The same form-finding process is used to find the shape

using a computer controlled cutting machine, then formed

of the supports of the cycle-track above land . However,

into their definite shape and welded together.

the resulting shape is changed to match the principles of a
column. First of all, the bottom of the column should have a

DETAIL top: substructure from side

bottom : substructure when walking on the footpath
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rigid conneetion with the land to cope with bending moments

that conneet the arch with the cycle-track above it. The box

on a pile foundation . Both vertical and tilted piles wil I be used
to provide lateral stiffness.

due to an unequalloading. The curved bottom connecting the

is created from welded bent plates of 40 mm thickness to

two columns that resulted from the form-finding, is therefore

comply with the demands on bending, compression, torsion

cut in two and both columns are connected directly with the

and buckling. lnside the box several stiffening elements are

foundation . The resulting open space between the columns

applied . Diaphragms are used as cross members to provide

percent, requiring steps on the arched footpath. To create a

is used to conneet both columns and create a rigid support.

distortional restraint and are placed at all locations where

smooth transition from the banks to the path, these steps

The second change is the tilt of the secondary branches.

the substructure elements are attached to the arch. As a

are made of light-transmitting concrete in a dark grey colour.

In the beam these are tilted outwards, which would result

result, the box itself acts only in torsion, resulting in shear

The surface will not be polished . The concrete itself provides

in branches Jonger than the columns. The branches are

stress in the cross section. The diaphragms have openings in

enough grip and no wearing coarse has to be applied . Steel

The required rise of the arch leads to a slope of over fitteen

therefore tilted inwards. Further the same principles apply.

the middle to permit access into the box for future inspeetion

edge beams are welded onto the box to embed the concrete

These columns will support the cycle-track until the space

and maintenance. Also longitudinal stiffening is applied to

stairs within the steel arch. When viewing the bridge from

underneath is not usabie anymore. Here the cycle-track is

prevent in-plane buckling of the arch.

supported by packed soil.
As explained in chapter 4, the arch broadens to the centre

I ARCH

aside, the stairs are therefore not visible and from the front
side it will seem as if the stairs flow out of the steel arch .
This tapestry of concrete steps will continue in the already

of the bridge, thus the cross sectien changes along the arch .

present footpaths . Under the steps, lighting tubes will be

The arched footpath forms the primary structure with a span

Furthermore, the sectien also broadens to the supports to

integrated and will light up the stairs in the dark through the

of 90 metres and a rise of 8 metres. The arch has to carry the

decrease tension forces on the foundation and to create a

light-transmitting concrete .
The up per flange of the substructure element is connected to

THE FOOTPATH

upper cycle deck, its own weight and variabie loads such as

welcoming path for pedestrians. At both ends of the arch a

live load, wind and snow (Appendix A.2, A.4) . Since the upper

steel plate is welded which is connected with the concrete

the arch by two steel plates, welded along the entire length.

deck is wider than the arch, it causes torsion of the arch,

abutments. The size of these abutments is based on the

Th is plate runs across the entire bottom of the arch box.

when unequally loaded. The arch is therefore executed as a

maximum force resulting from the arch . However, for

closed box section, since the torsional stiffness of a closed

the footpath to behave as an arch, it is important that the

At the corner of the box girder, an element is created to

box is generally much greater than that of open sections. The

supports have significant lateral stiffness. Especially in this

visibly conneet the arch with the substructure. This element

top of the box is flat such that it is usabie as footpath and the

case, where the arch is quite shallow, the influence of the

is combined with the railinga long the footpath. At the corner

bottom of the box is rounded off such that the arch appears

lateral support stiffness is significant. Since the abutments

of the box girder, a steel plate is curved upwards from the

thinner and the shape fits within the substructure elements

are placed on soil consisting of mostly clay, they wil I be placed

upper flange of the substructure, till a height of 1.10 metre

DETAIL
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above the pedestrian deck. At the top, this is fixed toa nother

surface as well (Quinze & Milan, 2009). All kind of colours are

steel plate which is straight downwardly connected with

available, but in this case the more natural colours such as

the box. Between the curved and straight steel plate, a web

brown, grey and sand are chosen to fit within the context.

plate is welded to create an H-profile in section and transmit
the farces. The resulting shape of this element is copied to

CONSTRUCTION

the railing, but with small square tube profiles. One railing

The bridge structure is partially prefabricated and partially

element then consistsof two tubes (one curved, one straight)

made on site. The arch will be welded in factory and

connected toeach other by the handrail. These elements are

completed with deck, railing and substructure. lt canthen be

copied every one and a half metres. Horizontal infill is created

transported by baat to the location. Here, the abutments of

with steel cables connected with the straight tubes.

concrete are placed on the pile foundation and the arch is

PUBLIC GATHERING PLACE

edge beams are placed and fastened onto the steel plate of

At the centre of the bri,dge the two paths are connected and

the substructu re and a concrete layer is poured on top. The

mounted onto the abutments. The concrete prefabslabs and

create a public gathering place. The decks are at the same

last step is to fasten the railing to the edge beams. Due to

level, but visually separated by the steel edge of the arch.

the large amount of prefabrication, the building time on site

The width of the cycle-track is, at this point, three and a

can be relatively short, disturbing the environment as short

half metres, but is only occupied by cyclists in one direction.

as possible.

Two metres of the cycle track wil I therefore be used for the
walk-around footpath. On this footpath, seating poufs are
placed, so bath pedestrians and cyclists can take a rest and
enjoy the rural landscape. These poufs are fastened to the
bridge deck and placed in groups of three. In contrast with
the light structure of the bridge, these poufs, designed by
Arne Quinze, create a mass and attract people to use them.
Moreover, they are made of all-weather patented faam, thus
durable and lightweight, but firm enough to serve as a table
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2. CONDITION' DUISBURG
In this section, the design that was proposed in concept in
chapter 4 is further developed with respect to structural
strength, stiffness and stability and completed with railings,
lighting and materials. First the form-finding process of
the waves is described and next the structure and building
components are explained.
FORM-FINDING WAVES

A form-finding process is developed to create well-balanced
paths (Appendix B.l) . Each path consists of one or two wing
structures connected with each other. Since the width of the
deck, the height of the structural beams an d the height of
the curves can vary along the length of the path, the centre
of mass of these wings is not necessarily in the middle. A
simplified model and calculations are used to determine the
location of the centre of mass and the overall shape, while
the design parameterscan be va ried (Appendix B.l). With this
method it is easy to try out different shapes and combinations
of shapes and findl the total form of the bridge that fits best
with the location. However, the relevant boundary conditions
have tobetaken into account. First of all, the thickness of the
structural beams is related to the bending moment. Since the
main load on the bridge is equally distributed, the bending
moment will follow a quadratic line. Therefore a quadratic

VIEW
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tunetion is used to descr·ibe the change in thickness. Secondly,
the width of the bridge deck is specified. One side of the deck
will always be straight, while the other varies with a eosine
tunetion from the maximum width to the minimum width.
Next, the centre of mass can be determined. At this location
the shape will be kinked, as simplification of the real curved
situation which has a minimum at the kink . The ratio between
the heights on both sides is derived such that a natural and
balanced shape is obtained . All four waves are designed
using this process and are then combined into one design.
Th ree of the four paths consist of two wings connected with
each other, and the fourth path consists of one larger wing.
The ends are connected to land with half arches . These are
shaped such that the right and left half arches have the same
permanent load as not to disturb the ba la nee of the wings.
The resulting design offers not only an experience of crossing,
but creates a number of different pi aces as wel I: very wide or
narrow places, high above or close to the water and places
covered by another path or wide in the open.
STRUCTURE OF THE WAVES

The structural system (Appendix 8.2, 8.4) consists offour ma in
sets of beams . These follow the waves in their longitudinal
direction. Two of the four beams are located at either sides
of the bridge deck and the remaining two beams form one

DETAIL deck
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thick beam in the centre of the wave shaped bridge deck.

Considering a series of steel tubes that conneet the beams in

water. Moreover, it has a very good strength to weight ratio.

When referring toa set of beams a set of subsequent beams

the structure of a given wing, the deck elements are placed

This wood varies in colour between yellow, orange, red to

of two or more connected wings is meant, for example the

as follows. The first deck element connects the first tube with

grey-brown and will eventually darken in time.

central beams in two wing elements of one wave. This way

the second tube, the second bridge element connects the

two subsequent beams are connected with hinges thus these

second tube with the third tube, the third element connects

The steel tubes that conneet the beams and carry the deck are

connections form the conneetion between the different

the first deck element to the second tube again, and so on.

placed fitteen centimetres above the bottorn of the two outer

wings that form a wave and conneet the waves to the arches

This alternating behaviour results in an open-closed-open-

beams and can therefore partially be used as railing where

that lead to the quayside as well.

closed nature of the bridge deck, since if part of the deck is

the beam has sufficient height. On the two inner beams the

closed in the deck part between tube one and two it is open

location of the connecting beams varies along the length. As a

The height of the beams varies along the wave (or wing), with

between tube two and three and vice versa. These openings

re sult, the beams at the centre of the deck are sametimes on

a maximum of 1.4 metres in the centre of mass (lowest point

are tilled with metal fences which allow a see-through to the

the sa me level of the deck and at other locations about forty

of the wing) and a minimum of 0.3 metres at its ends. The

water and allow experiencing walking over water. lt also gives

centimetres above the deck. At these places, the structure

thickness of the beams is set to 0.25 metres. Fora given wing

the bridge a partially industrial look, which fits within the

can be used for seating.

the different beams (lett, middle (2x), and right of the deck)

context. Other advantages are that the deck becomes lighter

are connected by steel tubes perpendicular to the direction

than an all waoden deck, the permeability to water avoids

On top of the two outer beams, a railing is mounted. This

of the beams, providing stability in this direction as wel I when

the need for an elaborate drainage system and it also creates

railing is made of wood as wel I, but of another type than the

used as campressing elements for the bridge deck (see next

an anti-slip surface.

beam. Si nee these elements do not need the sa me strength as

The slopes of the decks vary from five percenttoa maximum

Th is wood has a light-brown colour and stands out against the

thema in structure and deck, they are made of European oak.

paragraph).
The tubes form the connecting elements for the bridge deck

of fitteen percent, but they will all be executed as ramps.

Merbau wood. The vertical elements are three centimetres

as well. This deck consists of beam shaped elements, which

Although this leadstosome very steep ramps, there is always

thick and thirty-one centimetres wide. On the bottorn a slit

have holes at their ends that fit the steel tubes that conneet

a possibility to choose fora flat ramp instead.

is created, such that the elements fit on the beams. The top

main structural beams will be referred to as beams in the

The beams and deck elements are created from laminated

This handrail is fairly large and inclined outwards so people

sequel and the beams that form the deck wil I be denoted as

Merbau wood. This wood has a natural durability class of I,

can easily lean against it. The vertical elements are repeated

'deck elements'.

which is required when the wood can come in contact with

every fitteen centimetres, creating a change in an open versus

the structural beams of the wing. For clear reference the

is cut slantwise and finished with a smooth waoden handraiL
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closed view depending on the viewpoint

displaces, thus the larger the pontoon the higher the load

Since the main outside beams are al ready part of the railing

permanentand varia bie, in the most unfavourable situation is

and these beams varyin height, the railing elements will also

calculated (Appendix B3). However, since it will float partially

it can support. To design the pontoons, the total load, both

vary in height. This results in two different waves combined

above water when partially loaded and thus be visible, the

into one. The combination of the varying height of the outer

shape of the pontoons has to fit in the design as well . 1ihe

beams and railing elements yield a constant railing height

lengthof the pontoon is therefore set at a maximum of a third

with respect to the bridge deck.

of the length of a wing and the width is set to the width of

In the vertical waoden railing elements lighting strips will

the deck between the outer structural beams . The necessary

be integrated . At night the bridge will be visible through

subversive depth than can be calculated . However, the total

numerous verticallighting strips, creating waves of light.

load consists of about seventy percent variabie loads and

DETAIL
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only thirty percent permanent loads. Th is leads, for example
SUPPORTS

in the largest wing, toa depthof around two metres for only

Two different supports are present in the design : one on water

the variabie leads and would mean that when the bridge is

and the ether on land. The ones on water, the pontoons,

unloaded the wings would 'float' two metres above the water

support the wings in their centre of mass. These pontoons

level. However, since the bridge elements also are connected

will be made of Nargusta wood . The grain ofthis type of wood

to land this upward movement will partially be prevented,

is tight, and extremely nonporous, which makes treatment

but results in largeforcesin the construction. Th is is of course

difficult, but also results in excellent durability. lt is used for

not desirable, so the design of the pontoon is adapted . The

both structural building components and shipbuilding. lts

pontoon is split into two parts. The upper part can support

colour varies from yellow to golden brown, and will thus not

the entire permanent load (weight of the bridge) and a small

distract the attention from the ma in waves.

part of the variabie load (pedestrians, cyclists, etc.). The
lower part supports the rest of the variabie load . Th is part is
B.3),

connected with steel cables to a large concrete block which

the volume is the most important aspect. Each pontoon

lies on the bottem of the water basin . The cables are fastened

can support a load equal to the mass of the water that it

under an angle and in different directions, so the pontoon

When

designing these pontoons (Appendix B.2,
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cannot move in the horizontal plane. The weight of this block

foundation.

keeps this part of the pontoon always below the water level.
The two parts are connected but can move vertically with

CONSTRUCTION

respect to each other: the lower part has four holes from

The four paths (main structure, deck and railing) and the

top to bottom at its corners; the upper part has four tubes

pontoons can completely be constructed in a factory and

at these locations, which fit into the holes. When the upper

transported to the Inner Harbour of Duisburg by boat. At the

pontoon is loaded to its maximum, it wil I sinkuntil it reaches

dam, they have to be lifted by a crane into the water basin.

the lower pontoon. Then the two pieces behave as one large

First the pontoons (upper part) are placed and the bridge can

pontoon and can carry the maximum total load. When the

then be placed and fastened on top of these pontoons. Next,

two parts of the pontoon are separated (only connected

the bridge can be placed in the right position . Here the lower

through the tubes and holes and free to move vertically), the

parts of the pontoons are already in place and can thus be

supported wing will respond to additional loads by sinking

connected with the upper pontoon.

further into the water. Therefore, a dynamic experience is

Finally the bridge is fastened onto the abutments and is ready

created for those whoenter the bridge. As the load increases,

to use. Similar to the Stevensweert design, the large amount

the two parts of the pontoon meet and act as one large

of prefabrication results in a short on-site construction time,

pontoon that can support the worst case load scenario. At

disturbing the surroundings as little as possible.

this point the response of the bridge to people entering it is
no longer dynamic to a noticeable extend. However, for the
largest wing this means that more than 140 people should be
present at the wingat the same time .
On land the arches are supported with a hinge of steel,
which is connected to concrete abutments. These concrete
abutments create a smooth transition between the wooden
structure and the quaysides. Since the abutments are placed
on soil consisting of mostly clay, they wil I be placed on a pile

IMPRESSION left: contrast between w aves and environment

right: bridge with Kuppersmuhle in the back

CONDinON STEVENSWEERT
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3.

COMPARISON

In this section both designs are compared on their condition
(third column of the comparison matrix) as depicted in the
matrices on the right.
FORM-FINDING

Both designs are created and enhanced with form-finding
processes . In both cases, the dominating force is determined
and the structure is optimized with regard to this force.
However, in Duisburg this process is applied to the overall
structure to find balance for each element. In Stevensweert,
this process is only applied to the supporting substructure
elements, since the overall structure is developed with a
form-finding process that results from the spatial restrictions
of the location.
STRENGTH, STIFFNESS AND STABILITY

In both designs, the live loads are comparable, but the
permanent loads differ. This is mainly due to the use of a
different materials and structure . In Duisburg a rather light
material (wood) is chosen, since the bridge has to float, while
in Stevensweert steel and concrete are used. Both designs
have features of arch structures : in Stevensweert a rigid arch
is the main structure, while in Duisburg the structure consists
of several shallow wings connected in a continuous wave.

CONDITION

DuiSBURG

w
u

f

Vl
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Further, the support conditions differ. In Stevensweert, the
arch is supported on land with fixed supports. In Duisburg,
the waves are supported on land with hinged supports and

tüll !I y

intermediary floating supports are created (pontoons) .
DETAILING

... :

.

The ditterenee in detailing is a result of the ditterenee in
character of the locations. In Stevensweert a subtie bridge
was needed. The railing is therefore very slender and lighting
elements are nat visible during the day the paths are only
lit at night. Finally, the deck is designed as an ongoing path
from one bank to the other. In Duisburg a bridge was needed
to change the static character of the environment. The wave
shapes are therefore detailed to create motion. The railing

11 nt

sur1ace teJ(ture

has a different appearance depending on the angle of view,
lighting is used to emphasize the shapes and the deck is
designed to strengthen the feeling of walking on water and is
therefore partly see-through.
PLACE

Bath designs become different kind of places to stay. In
Stevensweert the place is designed to rest during a walk
or cycling-tour, but can be used by the locals as a meeting
place toa. In Duisburg the bridge functions more like a public
square, but a playful and adventurous one, where everyone
can choose their own activity, routing and u sage of the bridge .

CONCLUSION
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The objective of this graduation project is to investigate

the design process and at the completion of the designs ,

the influence of the context on foetbridge design, when a

they are compared using the comparison matrix, introduced

back to the 17th century, while Duisburg develops its image

foetbridge is interpreted as a 'sensuous structured space'.

in chapter 2. Th is matrix includes the most important aspects

by reusing the historica I buildings and combining them within

The choice for this objective resulted from a literature study,

that are important in foetbridge design. lt combines the three

a modern environment. Of course, the difference between

performed during the preparatien project, on the history

basic architectural concepts 'context, concept, condition' with

the urban and rural life is present as well. The analysis and

and aesthetics of foetbridge design. This research provided

the three elements of foetbridge design 'space, structure,

comparison of the locations leads to a design challenge for

elements, Stevensweert maintains its historica! image dating

thorough knowledge of the current status of foetbridge

sensuous'. After each design phase the relevant column of

both. The challenge in Stevensweert is to combine the many

design, as described in chapter 1. lt was concluded that with

this matrix is used to campare the two designs.

spatial restrictions of the location with both the historica!

today's possibilities in foetbridge design the ultimate design

image of Stevensweertand the rural setting of the landscape.

goal is usually to make an impression and become a land mark.

The first design phase is the selection and analysis of the

In Duisburg, the challenge is of a complete different nature.

The quality in these design is often of secondary importance.

context. Two locations with a different context are selected,

With almost no spatial restrictions and no direct need to

based on two main differences in landscape culture: the

cross the harbour, the bridge should be designed to enhance

This thesis aims foranother design approach: designing the

difference between the rivers Meuse and Rhine and between

the area and make itself necessary.

foetbridge as a 'sensuous structured space'. In this approach,

rural and urban landscape. After an intensive study of a

both structure and space receive equal attention, and the

selected part of the Meuse-Rhine area, two locations are

These two challenges are the starting point for the second

designer is aware of the context and users he is designing

selected that represent the two differences best: the rural

design phase, the concept. In Stevensweert the design is a

for. The 'sensuous structured space' is in balance with

Stevensweert crossing the Meuse, and the urban Duisburg

direct result of the contradietien between the restrictions

its environment and is designed for humans by focussing

crossing the Inner Harbour (a tributary of the Rhine). The

and the character of the location, combined with the search

attention on the human scale and stimulating the senses.

analysis of these contexts showed the differences and

for an optimal routing and structural design. The primary

The foetbridge then creates an atmosphere that people

similarities. The structural possibilities at both locations

structure consistsof a steel arch, the pedestrian route, which

remember.

are similar (disregarding spatial restrictions), since the span

supports the gradually sloping and bending concrete cycle-

and soil conditions are the same. However, the location in

track. The routings are separated but unite in the centre of

In this design approach, the context is of crucial importance

Stevensweert is subject to many spatial restrictions for a

the bridge in a meeting and observation place. The supporting

and was therefore chosen as subject of investigation. To

bridge design, while the location in Duisburg is al most free of

substructure is developed using a farm-finding process to

investigate the influence of the context on foetbridge design,

spatial restrictions. Moreover, the character of both locations

appear natural and logic, and creates an 'Erfahrung' when

two footbridges are designed at a different locations. During

is dissimilar Although both locations value their historica!

crossing the bridge.
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The design in Duisburg is a result of the sensuous character

differences, the structural systems of both bridges differ.

compare in this thesis shows the importance of the context

of the location and strengthens the relationship between

The structure of Stevensweert consists of a main steel arch

on foetbridge design in generaL Both the physically present

the water and the environment. The bridge consists of four

carrying a secondary deck structure, while in Duisburg the

elements and the emotional, sensuous aspects of a location

wooden waves floating on water, creating motion and giving

structure is created by connecting several wing structures

should be carefully analysed when designing a footbridge.

people a feel for life on the water. The bridge becomes an

with half arches with intermediary supports. On a smaller

In this thesis the two selected locations are as different as

informal pubtic space demanding an active attitude. lt can

scale, the designs vary as well. In Stevensweert the details

possible, but I believe that little differences in context will

be used for playing, walking, cycling or resting, but one may

are designed to be subtie to not dominate the surroundings,

result in different designs as well.

choose its own path and activity.

while in Duisburg the details are designed to create motion
in order to change the static appearance of the surroundings.

Both designs incorporate the creation of a sensuous place,

Moreover, the processof design and compare with using the
comparison matrix as a guidance has proven to be a useful tooi.

but due to the varying contextual circumstances, the type of

With the two designs created and compared during and at

This way, important aspects such as location (context), the
influence of the designer (concept) and available technology

pubtic place differs from an observation post in Stevensweert

the end of the design process using the comparison matrix,

to a playful place to escape the busy quaysides in Duisburg.

the following conclusions can be drawn. First of all, in this

(condition) are summarized in a highly visual and structural

Also as a result of the different context, different materials

thesis, the context is regarded as a given fact. The concept

way. In this project, the in corporatien of this information into

are selected for the two designs. In Duisburg wood, to create

is seen as the translation of this context in combination

the design phase was shown to be of particular importance

a light structure that can float on the water, in Stevensweert

with the philosophy of the designer and the condition is a

by including both the three architectural concepts and the

steel and concrete, to fit within both the rural and historica!

development of the concept using current technological

three main aspects in foetbridge design.

setting. Further, in both designs the shapes were enhanced

possibilities. Since both footbridges are designed by one

using a ferm-finding process to create a sensuous structure.

person and hence follow one design philosophy, and are

Finally, I believe that this project shows the worthiness of

However, due to the spatial restrictions from the context

developed in the same time period and thus have the same

footbridges as a subject of study in the combined field of

in Stevensweert the main structure did not result from a

possibilities, it can be concluded that most of the differences

architecture and structural design. Combining new structural

structural ferm-finding process but of a spatial one .

between the two designs are a result of the difference in

principles or optimized existing ones with the design of

context. The rural setting of the first design leadstoa stender

both an urban space and architectural object, can create

Both concepts are developed into a final design in the third

steel-concrete bridge, while the urban environment in the

footbridges that become a 'sensuous structured space'.

design phase. The condition of both final designs is compared

second design results in an active floating pubtic place made

as well. Due to the difference in materia Is, shape and spatial

of wood. To generalize this result, the process of design and
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CONTENTSOF APPENDIX A

Al

FORM-FINDING PROCESS

A2 LOADS ON THE BRIDGE
A3 STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE SUBSTRUCTURE

A4 STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE ARCH

OVERVIEW
Th is Appendix provides details and calculations with respect to
the bridge design in Stevensweert. These calculations are the
final result of all calculations made during the design process
and prove that the design fulfils the structural demands.
However, during the design process they have influenced the
design as well. Starting with the farm-finding process for the
shape of the substructure elements that conneet the cycletrack to the foetbridge arch in Al, the sectien continues with
an investigation of the loads that act on the bridge in A2 and
the structural design used to cape with these loads in A3 and
A4. A3 considers all elements except the ma in arch structure,
which is considered in A4.

( 180-a)/2
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1. FORM-FINDING PROCESS

\

,. . R .......\,\_..
. '..

For the substructure that connects the cycling-track to the
footpath in the design of Stevensweert, a form-finding processis developed. Consicter the simplified structure in the diagram. In the interest of designing an optima] stmcture (w.r.t.
minimal material use) the aim is to analyse the bending moments in the construction (resulting in the decisive flexural
stress). First, consicter the general equilibrium in horizontal
and vertical direction:

\

/-----~\
180-a

\,

DIAGRAM simplified structure

F cos a - F cos a = 0

''

...................... ' ............................................................ .
~-·

. (}' (2)
::::} R = 2 Fsm

R- 2Fsin ~ = 0
2

d

(I)

2

Since the structure is symmetrie with respecttoS the analysis wil! yield identical results for both sides and attention is
focussed on the right side only. Consicter a section in point
p which has a distance x to the point where the force F acts.
Then the respective moments resulting from the forces (blue
and red) and the responsive force (green) are given by:

H

.......................'

Fx

(3)

. (}'

Fr cos(}- 2F sm

8(Ç)

2

180- (}'

cos - -2

(4)

where M; denotes the moment just right of p and M; denotes the moment ju st Ie ft of p. The va lues for r and cos(}
follow from the law of cosines:

r
SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW eosine shaped beam

cos(}

..ju+ (LL2 +

x) 2

-

r- (L- x)2
2Lr

2L(L- x) cos a

(5)
(6)

Although the intermediale relations become rather complex,
the final equation for the moment in p follows from (3) - (6)
and is relatively simple (due to symmetry):
Mp(x) = Fx

(7)

Next. define the thickness of the beam w.r.t. the bending moments:
ó'(x)

= cMp(x),

(8)

with c an arbitrary constant that scales the momenttoa thickness value. So far. all calculations have been done w.r.t the
coordinate x along the tilted lines. All results are mapped to
the horizontal coordinate I; by applying the coordinate transformation:
x:=

L-1;~1 + (~r

(9)

where the quantity bu is a location dependent bridge parameter that will be defined in the sequel.
The beam is eosine shaped such that the lowest (upper) point
of the beam is located at a distance of H = h 1 + h2 below the
top bridge deck. Here, h 1 is the distance between the soffit of
the cycle-track deck and the top of the lower pedestrian deck
and h 2 is the di stance below the pedestrian deck and the !owest (upper) point of the support. The equation descrihing the
top side of the support then becomes:
hu(/;)

=~

(I

-COS : : )

(10)

where bu is half the width of the top deck measured from the
central axis of the bridge. When bu en H are defined, the

LOCATION SUBSTRUCTURE

schematic plan and

section with the locations 1 to 5

1
arch footpath

st eet

I

/

cycle--tradc concrete

I

I

=:::::::::::
archf~

shape of the beam can be calculated . This shape is given by
(I 0) for the up per part of the beam, wh.ile the shape of the
lower part of the beam is given by:
he(~)

= h" - 6(~) - d_

I

Location 1

(11)

- -Locaüon2
--Location3

The resulting shapes for the five different beams are given in
the accompanying figure.
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depicting the resulting shapes of the three beams and two columns
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a) Bridgewithopen railings
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;' b) Bridge with closed railings
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2.

LOADS ON THE BRIDGE

B. Permanent loads caused by the arch

The loads that should be considered are the permanent and
variabie loads. Permanent loads consist of the weight of all
structural and non-structural elements of the bridge . Variabie Joads are imposed loads on footbridges resulting from
pedestrian and cycle traffic, wind and snow.
PERMANENT LOADS

The permanent load on the arch consists of the weight
of the cycle-track and the weight of the arch itself. The
three-dimensional structure made in Rhinoceros is used to
determine the volumes of all elements, as depicted in the
tables of the permanent loads. This results in the following
permanent loads.
A. Permanentloads caused by the cycle track

Element
Concrete slabs
Concrete layer
Railing
Total PL [kN]
Total PL [kN/m]

Volume
[m3]
14S
18
O.S

Density
[kN/m 3 ]
24
24
76

Force
[kN]
3480
432
38

3950
44

Element
Steel arch
Concrete deck
Steel beams
Railing

Volume
[m3]
27

ss
4
O.S

Density
[kN/m 3 ]
76
21
76
76

Total PL [kN]
Total PL [kN/m]

Force
[kN]
20S2
IISS
304
38

3549
39

VARJABLE LOADS

The characteristic values of these loads are described in
"Eurocode I: part 3" in 'section S - Pedestrian, cycle act ions
and other actions specifically for footbridges ' and 'Annex D
- supplementary clauses for footbridges' .

Pedestrian and cycle traffic
Two models are considered:

1. Vertical uniformly distributed load
2
qfk = S kN/m
2. Vertical concentraled load
Qfwk = I 0 kN acting on a square surface of si des
0. 1Om . Qfwk should not be combined with any other
variabie non-traffic load.
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Table 1· Partial factors
Action
Permanent, unfavourable YG;siUi
Permanent, favourable YG:inf
Traffic actions, unfavourable YQ
Traffic actions, favourable 'YQ
Other variabie actions, unfavourable YQ
Other variabie actions, favourable YQ

Table 2· t/J factors
1.35

l.OO
1.35
0
1.50
0

Action
Traffic load qfk
Traffic load Qfwk
Wind load qw
Snow load qs

"'~

I/Jo

0.40
0
0
0

"''

0.80
0
0.6
0

0.40
0
0.5
0.2

t/12

0
0
0
0

Ir;:_:;::;:_~--~
0o':.o -----,-'::-.o-'-'--'-=""2=".o'------,-~,3.0-------4.o____----,<5.0 c,(z)
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3. Horizontal unifonnly distributed laad
Qflk = 0.1 · qfk = 0.5 kN/m2 actingalong the bridge
deck axis at pavement level simultaneously with the
corresponding vertical laad, and in no case with the
concentraled laad. This force is normally sufficient to
ensure horizontal longitudinal stability.

Wind
The characteristic wind action on footbridges as described in
ENV 1991-1-4 is taken into account. Bath the horizontal [x]
and vertical force [z] (due to suction or pressure) need to be
considered . In general the following equation can be used:

Snow
The characteristic snow load on footbridges as described in
ENV 1991-1-3 is taken into account with the following equation:
qs = Jl; · Ce · C, · Sk
With:
Jl; = the shape coefficient. For surfaces below an angle of 30
Jli = 0.8
C. = exposure coefficient, usual\y set to 1.0
C, = thermal coefficient, usually set to 1.0
sk = snow laad, in the Netherlands sk = 0.7 kN /m 2

I
2
= -p
· vb · C
2

q 5 = 0.8 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 0.7 = 0.56 kN /m 2

With :

vv = basic wind velocity, on the location 24.5 m/ s
=Ce· CJ

Ce

= exposure coefficient, see graph line II

c1 = force coefficient, cJ,x as determi ned from the graph,
Cf.<=

CoMBINATION OF LOADS

In bath the ultimate limit state and serviceability limit state,
the permanentand variabie loads should be combined . Only
the persistent and transient design situations are taken into
account.

0.9.

This results in the following unifonnly distributed loads:

=

~ 1.25 · 24§ · 2.3 · 1.3 · w- 3 =

Ultimate limit state

I

1.1 kN I m2

j~l

=

I
2
-3
21.25 · 24.5 · 2.3 · 0.9 · 10

Serviceability limit states
a. characteristic (rare) combination

I

GkJ + Qkl +

I

t/lo;Qk;

i>l

j';!l

I

Gkj

+"'') +I
Qkl

j~l

t/12iQki

i> l

c. quasi-permanent combination

p = density of air assumed to be 1.25 kg/m 3
C

The partial and t/J factors on actions are given in the tables above.

b. frequent combination
This results in a characteristic snow load of:

qw

Qk; = characteristic value of variabie actions i

=0.8 kN /m 2

YcPkJ

+

'YQI

Qkl

+I

YQ;t/lo;Qk;

i>l

With:
GkJ = characteristic value of permanent actions
Qk 1 = characteristic value of variabie action I

I
j~ l

Gkj

+

I

t/12iQk;

i> l

The t/1 factors are the same as in case of the ultimate limit
state.
The computed Joads with these combinations will be used in
the sequel to detennine whether the bridge is able to withstand the loads.
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3. STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE SUBSTRUCTURE
BRANCHES

ScHEMATIC SKETCH of

the result with the branche s

The ma.in beam of the structure is al ready designed using the
form-finding process and is to be checked on strength . First,
the branches of this substructure are designed. One substructure element is selected as example: beam in location four
(see Appendix A.l). In this situation the ratio between the
force in the branches compared with their length is the most
unfavourable (most sensitive for buckling). Each branch is
here load'ed with a maximum of 180 kN. The minimum area
A of all the profiles should rherefore be at least 391 mm 2
(steelgrade S460). However, also the buckling length should
be considered. The following design formula can be used to
determine the minimal width dof the profile (square tube)
w.r.t. the length:

d =

huc
23

For the buckling length the unfavourable assumption is made
of huc = l. For the different branches this leads to the following profiles.

Tube profiles ar rop
Length [m]
1.9
1.5
1.1
0.8
0.3

Width [mm]
83
65
47
35
13

Profile [mm]
90x90x3 .2
70x70x3 .2
50x50x3.2
40x40x3.2
40x40x3.2

F

b=350mm

...
i•

t

... ...
...
...

...
h

= .25 mm

MA ..

...
....

~

L
SECTION

cross sectien of the ma in beam

DIAGRAM

simplification of beam with rigid support
1

However, since the tubes are slightly tilted under an angle
of 12 degrees, there are not only normal stresses, but also
bending stresses . These are highest at the bottorn (at the
conneetion with the beam). The force of 180 kN is divided
in a normal force of 176 kN and a transverse force of 37
kN . Th is transverse force creates a bending moment of 37 · I,
in which I is the length of the beam . To cope with these
forces , the beams will be widened towards the bottom . The
following table gives an overview.

the variabie load traffic as the decisive load. Each branch
then transmits a Joad of 200 kN (ultimate limit state). The
moment in the support is then:
MA=

CaJculation with ESA PT leads to the same result.
The section of the beam in the support has a moment of resistance of Wy = 11 · I 06 mm 3 . The bending stress in this
section is then :

Tube profiles at bottorn
CTb

Length [m_l
1.9
1.5
1.1
0.8
0.3

Moment [kNm)
71
56
41
30
11

Profile [mm)
i80x 180x3.2
160x160x3 .2
140x140x3.2
120x120x3.2
80x80x3.2

BEAM

Next, the main beam of the structure, made of steel S460, can
be checked on its strengthand stift'ness. There are three different situations, but one situation will betaken as example.
In this case, the beam in the centre of the bridge is selected,
since this beam has to sustaio the highest loads.
For the manual calculation, only one half of the beam is considered . This beam is then simplified to a straight line with
a rigid support. The load resulting from the cycle-track is
calcul ated and divided over the five branches. The biggest
load is found when the permanent loads are combined with

4900 kNm

= MA

Wy

= 445 N/mm 2 < 460Njmm2

The section is thus strong enough to deal with the bending
moment.
The section is also checked on its stiffness . The load on
each branch in the serviceability limit state is 148 kN.
The maximum deformation should be within the limit of
Umax ::; 0.004l,ep = 0.004 · 14000 = 56 mm.
Calculations with ESA PT leads to a maximum deformation of
u = 54 mm < 56 mm. The section is thus also stift' enough.
CoLUMN
The substructure in the form of the column, connecting the
cycle-track to the ground, should also be checked . The most
unfavourable situation is when the column is very long,
since it is then sensitive to buckling. Therefore, the column
in location two is selected (see Appendix A. I). Here, the
load in each branch is 177 kN, except for the two inner
branches that each take only half of this load . The maximum

compressive force in the column is then 416 kN, leading
toa stress of 14 N/mm 2 . This is far within limitsof S460
steel. However, since the branches are conneeled with the
column under an angle, also a bending moment is created.
This moment is maximal at the bottorn of the column and is
2442 kNm, resulting in a stress of 421 N /mm2 , which is still
within allowable limits .

as
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4.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE ARCH

CoMPRESSION AND BucKLING

For manual calculation, the loads on the arch are simplified
as a uniformly distributed load. The maximum load combination is found when the traffic load is decisive.

q11wx= 1.35·(39+44)+ 1.35 · (25+ 15)= 166kN/m
The compressive normal force in the arch (l = 90 m, h =
8 m), as aresult of this load, can be approximated with:

qf2

Fe= Sh = 21000 kN
The cross-sections are checked on compression and buckling.
Firstly, the cross-section with the smallest area
(A = 0.30 m2 ) , but due to its height a large moment of
inertia (I = 417 · 108 mm4 ) will be checked . The area of
this section is 0.30 m2 , resulting in a compressive stress of
2
ere = 70 N/mm . This is within limitsof the maximum
compressive stress of 460 NI mm 2 . However, si nee the arch
is prone to buckling, this maximum compressive stress needs
to be reduced to the maximum buckling stress.
The maximum buckling stress

With :
À= h~IC
I

erE

can be calculated with:
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i=~~
huc =

buckling length

girder on location five wil! be checked .
The force F resulting from the cycle track is :

Fs
The buckling length can be determined with the factor {3, dependent on the ratio of rise and span of the arch, and half the
length of the arch s:

huc

=f3 · S = 0.70 · 56 = 32 m

For this cross-section with À
138 this results in
= 70 Nlmm 2 . Since U"c = 70 Nlmm 2 :.:::; U"E, this
cross-section fuifiJs the demands.

The resulting torsion force in the box girder is then:

Ts

TORSION

Torsion is the result of an eccentric toading of the cycletrack . The most unfavourable situation will be checked : one
side is fully loaded with people (5 kN lm 2 ), while the other
side is completely empty (only carrying its own weight). The
torsion has to be checked on three locations (of beam 3, 4 and
5 - see Appendix A.l ), since the cross-section varies. Since
the torsion forces sum up towards the supports, first the box

= Fs · r = 1795 kNm

This torsion force creates a shear stress in the plates of the
box girder, which is given by:
Trs

U"E

The second cross-section that is checked is in the centre
of the bridge, where the cross-section has a large area
((A = 0.63 m2 ) but a rather small moment of inertia
(I = 116 · 108 mm 4 ) . For this cross-section À = 236,
resulting in U"E = 37 N lmm 2 . The present stress in this secti on is U"c = 33 Nlmm 2 and is thus within the limitsas wel!.
lt can, however, be concluded that the buckling behaviour of
the arch is the decisive factor.

= qfk · A ref · YQ = 350 kN

Ts
= -2Aot

With:
Ao = the area enclosed by a perimeter running through the
centre of the walls
t = wall thickness
Substituting the right values (determined with Rhinoceros)
leads toa shear stress in this cross-section of T 15 = 7 NI mm 2 .
For the other two cross sections near the beams four and
three, the shear stresses are T 14 = 14 Nlmm 2 respectively
2
T 13 = 36 NI mm . All shear stresses should be smaller than
2
T s = ~ = 265 Nlmm . The calculated shear stresses are
thus within the boundaries.

SUPPORTS

The supports should be able to withstand the large horizontal
and vertical forces of the arch. The horizontal force on the
supports is the maximum compressive force Fe = 21000 kN.
The stress in the abutment, with an area of Aa = 3.5 · I =
3.5 m2 , becomes U"c:a = 6 Nlmm 2 • Using concrete C55167
with J; = 33 Nlmm 2 the abutments are strong enough .
However, this load, and also the vertical force of Q = !ql =
7470 kN, should also be transferred to the soit and therefore a pile foundation is used. With concrete prefab piles
(to be driven into the earth) of 500x500 mm and estimated
length of 36 m, the assumed carrying capacity of the ground
is P = 8 N lmm 2 · 500 · 500 = 2000 kN per pile. The pile
foundation will be a combination of vertical and rak.ing pi les
to cope with the horizontal forces as wel!. The number of
pi les per abutment can then be calculated as follows :
The horizontal force is divided over a set of m rak.ing piles
under angle a = 30 degrees and a set of n vertical pi les:

m

=

H
--=21

n

=

H
--=17

Psin(a)

Ptan(a)

For the vertical force a set of extra vertical pi les is needed :
COMBINATION OF COMPRESSION AND TORSION

Since compression and torsion can also be present at the
same time, a combination check is made on the smallest
cross-section:
U"com

= ~CT~+ 3T; = 94 Nlmm 2 < 460 Nlmm 2

The abutment will therefore be supported by 3 rows of 7
vertical pil es, and 3 rows of 7 rak.ing pi les.
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OVERVIEW

This Appendix provides details and calculations with respect
to the bridge design in Duisburg. These calculations are the
final result of all calculations made during the design process
and prove that the design fulfils the structural demands.
However, during the design process they have influenced
the design as well. $tarting with the form-finding process for
the shape of the waves in Bl, the sectien continues with an
investigation of the loads that act on the bridge in B2 and the
structural design used to cope with these loads in B3 and B4.
B3 considers the design of the pontoon and in B4 the shapes
of the waves are checked on their strength.

yl
DIAGRAM schematization of kinked bridge deck
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1.

FORM-FINDING PROCESS

The width w(x) of the bridge deck is changing in a nonlinear manner (see equation below) from its maximum width
w 1 to its minimal width w 2. The thickness t(x) of the deck
is shaped according toa parabola and has values t 1 and t 2 at
x = 0 and x = L respectively. Furthermore, the thickness of
the bridge deck is at its largest value t(x = Ç) = 6 at the center
of mass of the deck. Here x = Ç denotes the position of the
center of mass. However, the posilion of the center of mass
is given by the interaction between the changing width and
thickness of the bridge. More specifically, the dimensions of
the bridge are given by:
w(x)
t(x)

x)

1
(rr- + -wl
2
L
2
a:? + bx + co( x)
-wl COS

+Wo

-

(J)

(2)

where the parameter a, b and c are detennined according to
the described boundary conditions such that:
!(0)

c =dl

t(L)

aL2 + bL + d1 =

t(Ç)

aÇ + bÇ + d 1 = 0

2

d2

(3)
(4)
(5)

Next, consider the calculation of the position of the general
center of mass (of the entire bridge deck).
L

Jw(x)t(x)xdx
Ç= _o_ _ __
L

(6)

Furthermore, the centers of mass of the parts of the deck located left ( 1) and right (2 ) of the general center of ma ss are
given by:
E

Jw(x) t(x) x d.r
0

(7)

ç

Jw(x) t(x) dx
0
L

Jw(x) t(x) x dx
ç

!!....,
'

(8)

L

Jw(x) t(x) dx
t
The volume (or mass if multiplied by the density) of these
parts is given by:
t;

M1

Note that the span of the kinked deck is defined to be L.
Hence the length of the deck is larger than L. However,
computations yield that for the height dift'erences considered
here, this dilference is less than 1%. Since the analysis is
approximatively, this difference is disregarded and both the
span and deck length are considered to be of length L when
computing the distances depicted in the figure (an exception
is made when computing the angles 8;).
Next, the aim is to compute the possible ratio -,h,,, between
the startand end height h 1 and h 2 respectively, such that the
structure is balanced. Hence, find ,, such that the moments
excreted by gravity on the leü and right part of the deck are
in equilibrium.

J
J

w(x)t(x)dx

(13)

This yields:
D 1M1
D2M2

cos 82
cos 81

ry=--=--

(9)

(14)

Next, using cos 8; = , / , yie1ds:

0

hj+.\'j

L

M2

=

w(x) t(x) dx.

(10)

t
Now consider the same bridge deck as analyzed above,
but kinked in the center of mass at x = Ç (see figure). Hence,
the deck now consist of a left and right part with their centers of mass at the following distance from the tilting point
at x = Ç (measured over the bridge deck):

Jw(x)t(x)dx

D, = Ç -Ç,

( 11)

0

D2 = /;2- Ç

(12)

} ,22

2

y2

I

--=1] - h~ + y~
hf + yf

(15)

Note that the actual bridge length (> L) is considered when
computing the angels 8;. Finally, computer based algebra
and using y 1 = Ç and y 2 = L- Ç yield the required height ratio's that are used in the design of the different wave shapes.
The resulting design is balanced and therefore results in a
minimal load transfer between the wings and/or ground d.ue
to the bridge elements themse1ves.
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2. LOADS ON THE BRIDGE

The characteristic values of these loads are described in
"Eurocode I: part 3" in 'section 5 - Pedestrian, cycle actions
and other actions specifically for footbridges' and 'Annex D
- supplementary clauses for footbridges'.

With:
p = density of air assumed as 1.25 kgjm 3
vb =basic wind velocity, on the location 24.5 m/ s
C =Ce· Cf
c, =exposure coefficient, as determined from graph, line li
Cf= force coefficient, Cf.x from the graph, Cf,z = 0.9.

Pedestrian and cycle traffic
Two models are considered :

This results in the following uniformly distributed loads:

VARIABLE LOADS

The loads that shouid be considered are the permanent and
variabie ioads. Permanent ioads consist of the weight of all
structural and non-structurai eiements of the bridge. Variabie ioads are imposed ioads on footbridges resuiting from
pedestrian and cycle traffic, wind and snow.
PERMANENT LOADS

The permanent ioad on the main structure consists of the
weight of all the eiements. The three-dimensional structure
made in Rhinoceros is used to determine the volumes of
these elements, as depicted in the table below. Here, an
example is given of wing 3, the largest wing. For wing 3 the
results of the permanent loads are:

Permanent loads wing 3
Volume
Element
Wooden structural beams
Wooden/metal deck
Railing
Total PL [kN]
Total PL [kN/m]

[m3]

48
17
0.05

Density
[kNjm 3 ]
8.0
8.0
7.5

Force
[kN]
384
136
0.4
520

9

For the other elements, the same materials and thus density
applies, but the volumes are different. However, it leads to
comparable uniformly distributed forcesas for wing 3.

I
2
3
2
21.25 · 24.5 ·2.3·1.3·10- = 1.1 kNfm

I . Vertical uniformly distributed load
2
qfk = 5 kN/m
2. Vertical concentraled load
Qfwk = 10 kN acting on a square surface of sides
0.1 Om. Qfwk shouid not be combined with any other
variabie non-traffic load .
3. Horizontal uniformly distributed load
2
Qflk = 0. 1 · qfk = 0.5 kN/m actingalong the bridge
deck axis at pavement level simultaneously with the
corresponding vertical load, and in no case with the
concentrared load. This force is normally sufficient to
ensure horizontallongitudinal stability.

Wind
The characteristic wind action on footbridges as described in
ENV 1991-l-4 is taken into account. Both the horizontal [x]
and vertical force [z] (due to suction or pressure) need to be
considered. In general the following equation can be used:
I

qw

2

= )P · Vb · C

1
2
21.25 · 24.5 · 2.3 · 0.9 ·

w- 3 = 0.8 kN /m 2

Snow
The characteristic snow load on footbridges as described in
ENV 1991-l-3 is taken into account with the following equation :
qs = J.li · C, ·Ct · Sk
With:
J.l; = the shape coefficient. For surfaces below an angle of 30
J.li = 0.8

Ce = exposure coefficient, usually set to 1.0
Ct = thermal coefficient, usually set to 1.0
2
Sk = snow load, in Germany Sk = 1.13 kN1m
This results in a characteristic snow load of:

q5 = 0.8 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 1.13 = 0.90 kNfm 2
For the combination of loads see Appendix A.2.
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3.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE PONTOONS

DESIGN OF THE PONTOON

A pontoon can support a load equal to the mass of the water
it displaces. Therefore, the si ze of the pontoonscan be determined with the maximum total load on each pontoon. This
includes all permanent and variabie loads in the ultimate
limit state in the persistent and transient design situation.
In this case, the combination with the variabie load traffic
is decisive . Wing 3 is taken as example. The combined
maximum Joad is then Fp = 2237 kN , Jeading toa volume
of the pontoon of V3
224 m 3 . The maximum length of
the pontoon is set at Lp = L = 20 m and the average
width of the pontoon is 4.15 m. This leadstoa necessary
height of 2 .80 m, consisting of hpt = 0.95 m to deal with the
permanent load and hvt = 1.85 m for the variabie load . It is
determined that the maximum height of the pontoon above
water is hv11 = 0.2 m, thus the upper pontoon has an height
of hv11 +hpt = 1.15 m and the lower pontoon of hvn = 1.65 m.

=

1

•

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PONTOONS

The support of the wing on the pontoon can be characterized
as a spring with a spring stitfness k and torsional stitfness
C. When the size of the pontoon is known, these can be
calculated as follows.

Spring stiffness
When a forceFis applied on the pontoon, the pontoon wil!

DESIGN OF PONTOON

sketch of the pontoon with a part of the wing on top
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start to sink with u and displace a volume ll V of the water:

ll V= Lphpu

The forces F down and Fup are here also equal to the mass of
the water displacement:

F

The force is equal to the mass of the water dis placement:

1
=llVpg = BL~
f/Jbp pg

Thus the torsional moment M is equal to:
With :

M

p = density of the water 1000 kg/m3

g = gravitation constant round off to I0 m/ s2
The relationship between the spring stiffness and force F can
be expressed as:
F
k = - = Lpbppg
u
For wing 3 this results in a spring stiffness k 801 kNm .

=

2

I

= F · 2r = JFLp = T2L~ f/Jbp pg

The relationship between the torsionTand torsional stiffness
C can be expressed as:

For wing 3 this leads to a rotational stiffness of C =
2490 kNmfrad.

Torsional stiffn.ess
When a torsional moment M is applied at the pontoon , the
pontoon will start to rotate. The torsion can be split up in
two coupled forces Fup and Fdown with a distance 2r = ~Lp
between them. The force Fdown displaces a volume ll V ofthe
water which can be approximated for small rotations rp with:

ll V =

! (L" L" sin rp ) b
2

2 2 cosrp

"

It is assumed that the rotation angle rp is small, such that
sin rp = rp and cos rp = I, thus :

L~

ll V -- !2 ( 4 rp ) bP- !8 L"2 f/Jbp

Both the spring stiffness and torsional stiffness are used in
the next appendix in the schematization and calculation of
the structure.

A

B

c

SCHEMATIZATION 1 Support at B free to move in x-direction

A

B

c

A

B

SCHEMATIZATION 2 A fixed support at B
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4. STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE WAVES
ScHEMATIZATION

To understand the behaviour of the structure, one wave is
schematized in a two-dimensional space with linear beams
and supports such that the structure is statically determinate.
The two outer supports (connecting with the foundation on
land) are fixed in both the horizontal and vertical direction
and free in their rotation. The inner support (the pontoon) is
fixed in horizontal direction, and free in the vertical direction
and rotation. This system can easily be analyzed manually
by hand.
A concentrared force F is applied at the most unfavourable
location and the reactions at the support are determined using the three equations of equilibrium ( r.H = 0, r.v =
0, L.Msupport = 0) and two extra equations of the hinges
(L.M.<l = 0, L.M52 = 0). This leads to the following reacrions at the supports:

RAil

=

RCh

=

RAv

=

Rav

=

Rcv

120
-F

IJ

120
-F
11
19 F

11
30
--F
11
2F

The same scheme is made in and calculated with ESA Pt,

SCHEMATIZATION 3

Support at B with spring stiffness and rotational stiffness
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which leads to the same results. A concentrated force F
thus leads to very large horizontal reactions . This can be
explained because the ' arch ' under forceFis very shallow,
creating horizontal farces in the structural members AS 1
and BS 1• Since at point B horizontal displacement is not
prevented, this point wil! move to the right and create large
farces in the members BS 2 and CS 2 as well. As a result, the
vertical force in point B is directed downwards and thus all
vertical farces are larger then F.
A small force will therefore lead to very large farces. To
prevent this, the support at point B is fixed in the horizontal
direction as well . The system becomes then statically indeterminate and it is less easy to calculate the reactions by
hand. However, when considering the same force F it can
be noted that with B fixed in vertical direction as weJI, and
the right part of the construction unloaded, the reactions in
point C wiJl be equaJ to zero. If this side of the structure is
therefore neglected, the reactions on the left part can again
be calculated:

sign value fx:O:d• as shown in the second column, with:

REsULTS WITH ESA PT
The structure in ESA Pt is loaded with all permanent and
variabie loads, and the combination as described in Appendix A. I are applied. However, with the change in width
of the path and height of the main structural beam, the loads
vary along the beams. This is simplified to an average laad
on each beam:

With:
Ym = material factor ( l ,2)
kmod = modification factor depending on laad an durability
class (0,60)
kh = height factor ( l ,0 for h > 200 mm)

PL 1

2.4 kN/m and VL 1 = 3.1 kN/m

PL2

3.0 kN/m and

PL3
PL4

3.0 kN/m and VL3 = 6.2 kN/m

V~=

3.2 kN/m

3.3 kNjm and VL4 = 6.9 kN/m

With the results of ESA Pt the strength of the structural
beam can be checked. This beam, made of Merbau, has the
following mechanica! properties.

720

RAh

229F

Mechanica[ properties of Merbau

720

Rah

=

RAv

=

~F

=

.!_!2F

Rav

Pt is added , the results stay similar. The system in ESA Pt
is thus a reliable schematization and can be used for further
calculations.

229F
229

Behaviour
Bending m
Campression c
Shear v

fx:O:n·p [N/mmz]
115
53
12.4

f x:O:d [N /mmL]
58
27

6

229

Again, this part is simulated in ESA Pt and the same results
are found. When the right part of the construction in ESA

The representative values fx:O:rt·p in the first column are collected from (Woodforum, 2009) and are reduced to the de-

/x;O;rep
fx:O:d = - - kmod kh
Ym

Each member is checked on the maximum bending moment,
normal force and shear force in the smallest section. For the
bending moment this results in a maximum bending stress
of crb = 57 N/mm 2 < 58 N/mm 2 , for the normal force in
er, = 6 Njmm 2 < 27 N/mm 2, and for the shear force in
crv = 2 Njmm 2 < 6 N/mm 2. Combination of compressive
and shear stress, and compressive and bending stress stays
within Limitsas wel!.
The other wings have been checked in the same manner and
here, the stresses stayed within limitsas well.
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